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chair’s foreword
Over the past year, we in the Older
People’s commission have listened to the
views and experiences of older people in
hammersmith and Fulham. We believe
that this is their report, reflecting their
ideas, ambitions and aspirations.

ask all organisations for older people,
statutory and voluntary, to look at our
recommendations and to consider the
ways they work and provide services – so
that these are developed and provided
with us, not just for or to us.

Older people told us that they are
powerful, with knowledge born of
years of experience – of personal and
professional trials, of joy and laughter.

We will ask them to improve
communications and consultation and
to work together ever more closely to
improve outcomes for all older residents.

Older people accept that, in common
with others in our community, we may
need help and support but we are not
passive recipients of services – we’ve
usually paid towards them all our lives.

We do not underestimate the challenges
posed by our recommendations, nor
those of making improvements against
growing needs and tight financial
constraints.

A

We firmly believe that we can achieve
our ambition to make hammersmith &
Fulham a model for older residents – a
place where empathy with and respect
for older people are second nature.

Older people are not a ‘growing
population’ problem – we are assets,
volunteering our time and skills, sharing
what we know with those younger than
ourselves and leading others to be the
people they didn’t believe they could be.
This is not a report just for today’s older
residents - we all get older. Older age should
be something for us all to look forward
to. Whatever your age now, you should
be able to aspire to a healthy later life, a
degree of comfort and the opportunity to
keep contributing to your community.
So, what happens now, following the
publication of this report? We will

Through good communication,
cooperation and a commitment to
working together we can achieve results
which are greater than the sum of our
efforts – and make hammersmith and
Fulham a great place to grow old in.
Getting it right for people who are older
now means getting it right for everyone
in the future. Whatever your age now,
this report is for you.
Bryan Naylor
chair of the Older People’s commission
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message from cllr Ben coleman,
cabinet member for
Health and adult social care
In h&F, we believe that our democracy and
public services need to be reinvigorated
together. So since being elected in 2014,
we’ve been changing the way the council
relates to and works with residents.
We want to do things with local people,
not just to them. Our numerous residentled commissions are at the heart of this.
They put local people in the driving seat
for improving policy and services.
We also aspire to making hammersmith
& Fulham the best place to grow older. In
2014, we abolished home care charges,
the only borough to do so. and together
with the local NhS and charities, we
still offer a wide range of support for
older people despite fierce government
funding cuts.
But we know more is needed. Loneliness,
poverty and poor health affect many

residents’ enjoyment
of older age. Services
are not always planned
or delivered in the
way older people
want. Not every older
person is able to enjoy
the opportunities our
borough offers.
Making things better means listening
to older residents themselves. I’m
deeply grateful to Bryan Naylor and
his colleagues on the Older People’s
commission for throwing themselves into
the task of considering the challenges
and recommending the way forward.
Councillor Ben Coleman
cabinet Member for health
and adult Social care
hammersmith & Fulham council
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executive summary
The Older People’s commission was formed in November
2017 to examine ways of improving the quality of life for
all older residents and making hammersmith & Fulham
(h&F) the best borough in which to grow older.
an interim report focusing on isolation and loneliness was
published in March 2018 (see appendix 2). Since then the
commission has concentrated on how to ensure that all
older residents benefit from the services they are entitled
to, and how to make h&F an even better place to live.
We are proud of the cultural diversity that enriches h&F’s
life. We also recognise that meeting the needs of such a
diverse and growing older population can be complex.
This report represents the range of priorities that older
people told us they had for their lives in the borough. It
sets out a series of recommendations focusing on five
main themes:

BETTEr
sErvICEs

BETTEr
INFOrMATION

WOrkINg
TOgEThEr

sTrONgEr
COMMuNITIEs

dEEpEr rEsIdENT
ENgAgEMENT

The recommendations are backed by evidence that the
Older People’s commission has collected from residents,
officers and practitioners across the borough.
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recommendations
Better services

The council should drive improvements to the
training and monitoring of home care staff, and
strengthen support for residents with a mental
health condition and those who may be at risk of
falling into poverty.
The commission endorses the establishment of a
new carers’ commission.
h&F’s hospitals and surgeries should reserve some
phone appointments for older residents not able to
book online.
The council and TfL should re-examine bus routes to
less well-served residential areas.
all commissioners of community transport should
review their services to ensure they are reliably
meeting the needs of older residents. This includes
NhS/ccG/hospital transport and TfL’s Dial-a-ride,
along with all others.
The council should review housing maintenance
and management contracts, and drive performance
improvements.
The Government should provide adequate funds for
the local authority to meet its obligations to provide
social care now and into the future.
The council should consider increasing council
Tax income in line with the maximum allowed by
current regulation and consider adding the social
care precept to council Tax bills in 2019/20.
The council should raise with ringGo the concerns
of older residents and others about the new parking
meters to explore where improvements can be made.
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Better
infOrmatiOn

To ensure that ‘Every door is the right door’,
the council , ccG and charitable organisations
should work together to make sure older people
are pointed towards the right services for them
wherever they first make contact.
Nobody should be excluded because they can’t get
online or find forms difficult. The council , ccG and
healthwatch should ensure all older people know
what services are available and should reduce the
complexity of forms that carers/older people need to
complete to receive additional financial support.
Notice boards across GP surgeries and sheltered
housing should be used more effectively to promote
services and activities.
For those who are comfortable online, information
websites such as People First should be updated and
made user-friendly, with easy-to-access advice and
information (for example on dealing with a cold
home),
The council should substantially increase the
numbers of volunteer community champions to
support older people in every part of the borough.
Older non-English speakers, particularly those living
in poverty, must be supported, and the council
should work with the third sector to deliver this,
for example by ensuring older people get all the
benefits they’re entitled to

7
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strOnger
cOmmunities

The council, the ccG and local surgeries should not
overly medicalise ageing and should embed social
prescribing of activities to improve the health and
wellbeing of older residents.
Older people who wish to remain economically
active should be encouraged to do so.
The council should bolster local third sector
organisations running social activities for older
residents. No two people’s tastes or pockets are
identical. a greater wealth of culturally specific
activities would recognise the diversity of h&F’s
older population.
cost should never be a barrier. To ensure that
activities are accessible to all older people, the
council should help organisations keep these
activities free or affordable.

wOrking
tOgetHer

The council and providers should work with older
residents on developing a consistent, year-round
offer of activities across the borough
The council should identify all groups supporting
older residents, and establish a policy of helping
them to develop. Those tackling social isolation
and loneliness and poverty should be a particular
priority. council staff should be offered volunteering
or secondment opportunities with these groups.
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deeper
resident
engagement

The council should appoint an h&F Older People’s
champion from its councillors to represent the
interests of older residents. The champion should
work in partnership with an Older People’s Board
made up of local residents, agencies and charitable
organisations.
The council should involve older residents in any
relevant service review or re-design of services,
moving towards a policy of co-production with
service users.
The council , ccG and other agencies should
produce comprehensive guidelines for all resident
consultations, including for the production and use
of surveys, focus groups and public engagement
events. These should give clear guidance on the
need to report outcomes and how to do so.
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introduction
Our population
There are more than 19,000 residents aged 65 and older
in hammersmith & Fulham (h&F). although only 10 per
cent of h&F’s population today, this group is the fastest
growing, with projected growth of 37 per cent among
those over 65 and 64 percent in those over 85.

Ethnicity of H&f borough
residents over 65
2.5%
11.5%

6%
1.9%

10%

10.7%

White British
White Irish
White Other
Mixed
Asian/Asian British
Black/Black British
Other ethnic group

The make-up of our older population is also continually
changing. Our older people are a diverse group, with 22
per cent from Black, asian and Minority Ethnic (BaME)
backgrounds, projected to grow to 85 per cent by 2030.
Many of our older people face problems of low
income or poverty. More than a third live
in the top 30% of most deprived areas
nationally, with over a fifth in the
top 20%. Just under half (45%) live
in council or housing association
homes.
a higher proportion of our
older people continue working
into later age, with 17 per cent
57%
remaining economically active
after 65 as against 10 per cent
nationally.
Yet as people age health can become
more of an obstacle to everyday living;
Just over 51% of older people in the
borough state that their day-to-day activities are
limited to some extent by ill health. Dementia diagnosis
is higher than the national level and expected to rise by
24% by 2025.
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Older residents face a number of issues and challenges:

Isolation: 43% of our
residents aged over 65 live
alone, the fourth highest
proportion in England.

Poor health: 4,000 (one in
five) residents over 65 have
poor or very poor health and
more than half live with a
long-term health problem
or disability. Many have
multiple health problems.

Inequality: 5,000 (one in
four) residents over 65 live in
poverty, and a third receive
pension credit, higher
than the London averages.
Reflecting known links
between deprivation and life
expectancy, mortality varies
from 300 annual deaths per
100,000 persons in Palace
Riverside and Munster to
800 in Shepherds Bush
Green and Askew.
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Our mission
The Older People’s commission first met in November
2017 and identified priorities to work on, including
social isolation and loneliness, poverty and deprivation,
and access to services.
commissioners have engaged directly with older
residents and created an environment for everyone to
share ideas, problems and solutions.
We want our work to help improve the quality of life for
all older residents in the borough, no matter their race,
gender, sexual orientation, religion, ability, country of
origin or economic and social class.
In March 2018 we published an interim report that
focused on ways to reduce isolation and loneliness in the
borough, looking at issues that prevent older residents
from feeling connected and being a more valued and
integrated part of the community. We made a series of
recommendations to the council and other organisations
in the borough to improve, among other things,
transport, care, information provision and; a sense
of belonging and community. Our recommendations
were presented to the council, the h&F NhS clinical
commissioning Group and third sector organisations
operating in the borough.
One year on, we are ready to share our further findings
and recommendations to ensure that h&F becomes the
best place in which to grow older.

13
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who we are
local older residents and charities
working with older residents
The Older People’s commission is one
of a series of resident-led commissions
established by h&F council. The aim
of these commissions is to put local
residents at the heart of decisionmaking. The Older People’s commission
is independent from the council and
we have been setting the commission’s
agenda and priorities without
interference.
Our chair is Bryan Naylor, who has
been living in the borough for over 30
years. Bryan was the chairman of the
Older People’s consultative Forum for
more than 17 years before his election
as President of the Forum in 2017. Bryan
is also a Trustee of h&F age UK and a
volunteer speaker for the Macular Society
and Blind Veterans.
alongside Bryan, we are eight
commissioners working together. Most of
us are local older residents.
rosalind duhs has lived in h&F
for 12 years and was previously a
commissioner on the h&F Poverty
and Worklessness commission. She
is a UcL academic and educationalist
and an advocate of lifelong learning.

Lyn hally has volunteered with
Fulham Good Neighbours for over
twelve years since her return from
France, where she practised as an
architect. her last job in London was
as principal architect at Shepherd’s
Bush housing association. Prior to
working in social housing, Lyn was a
hospital planner.
Marilyn Mackie is a retired
residential care Manager and works
as a volunteer in the borough. She
chairs many forums and participates
in workshops and panels. She is
the current chair of the h&F Older
Peoples’ consultative Forum.
keith Mallinson has worked for
hFMind for the past five years
as a Primary care Mental health
advisor. he has been a trustee of
healthwatch central West London
since July 2015 and sits on h&F’s
health and Wellbeing Board. Keith
has an extensive background in
teaching and was an h&F councillor
for eight years.
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Anne McAlpine-Leny is the
founder and director of Soup4Lunch
Ltd, a local community-based
social enterprise fighting isolation
by bringing kitchen gardens and
community cafés to sheltered
housing across the borough. anne
is an advocate for mental health
and positive, active ageing, with
more than 40 years of national and
international experience.
a few of us represent charities that offer
services to local older residents:
Jazz Browne is the chief Executive
of Nubian Life resource centre Ltd,
a culturally specific day opportunities
service for older people with
complex health and social care
needs. Jazz grew up on the White
city Estate and has worked in the
borough for over 20 years.
Iain Cassidy is the chief Executive
of Open age, a charity that
promotes a positive approach to
later life. Iain has over 15 years’
experience of working for charitable
organisations, including Teach First,
asthma UK and age UK, and is
motivated by the deep held belief
that everyone should be afforded the
same opportunities in life regardless
of their background or personal
circumstances.

Liban Muse is the chief Executive
of the Lido Foundation, a charity
founded in 2014 that empowers the
Somali community in the borough.
It aims to overcome disadvantage
through education, training, and
guidance services. Liban came to the
UK from Kenya as a refugee in 1999.
Our commission is sponsored by
Councillor Ben Coleman, who is the
cabinet Member for health and adult
Social care and the chair of h&F’s health
and Wellbeing Board, and by Councillor
sue Fennimore, who is Deputy Leader
of the council and champions social
inclusion in h&F.
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Our work
listening to residents, charities, and
practitioners
The commission’s first meeting took
place in early November 2017. Since
then, we have met every two to three
weeks, using a variety of ways to listen
to the voices of as many older people
as possible from every corner of the
borough and every background.
Engagement meetings: We ran
a series of meetings across the
borough in places where older
residents meet for different social
activities. We discussed with older
residents their priorities for action
and what needed to be done to
make the borough the best for
older people to live in. For example,
we talked to older residents at
askew road Library, the h&F Older
People’s consultative Forum, the
Grove Neighbourhood centre,
Fulham Good Neighbours, the Lido
Foundation, the Macular Society,
Midaye Somali Network, Nubian Life,
QPr Football club, the St andrew’s
Project and a number of Open age
activities.
Interviews and hearings: We
interviewed and heard from
councillors, national and regional
experts, officers and practitioners

about different aspects of the lives
of older people in the borough. We
met representatives from age UK,
agewell, Brightlife cheshire, Brook
Green Medical centre, camden
council, h&F clinical commissioning
Group (ccG), DanceWest, h&F
adult Social care, h&F arts team,
h&F Disabled People’s commission,
h&F Getting Involved, h&F healthier
homes, hFMind, the Integrated care
Partnership, the Iranian association,
the Iraqi association, Lightshare
intergenerational living and
Sheltered housing.
surveys: Our first interim report
was based on a survey concentrating
on isolation and loneliness in h&F.
To prepare this new report, we
launched a new survey in the spring
to find out what older people think
of the services that they are offered
in the borough. We asked about the
services they use, which they liked
and disliked, how easy these were
and if they were enough. Many
answered the survey online but most
completed paper questionnaires that
our partners sent to residents all
across the borough.
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Mini-group discussions: We also
commissioned an external research
company, Green Light International,
to talk to older residents in small
groups and individual interviews
to understand more deeply what it
was like to live in h&F. We used an
outside organisation to encourage
older residents to talk freely and say
anything they wanted. The external
researcher looked at services used,
social activities attended, and what
else older people wanted to improve
their lives.
all these meetings, events, discussions
and interviews gave us the opportunity
to hear at first hand about your concerns
and priorities. They also provided us with
great insights into your lives and what
makes you go out, what makes you smile
and what makes you proud about living
in h&F.
The next sections of this report are based
on these various pieces of research and
all the evidence you gave.
We do really appreciate everyone’s help
and support all along our journey. We
acknowledge that we have not been able
to meet every single older resident living
in hammersmith & Fulham. Thanks to
our intensive work of reaching out to
many different groups and individuals

across the borough, however, we
are confident that our findings and
recommendations are representative
of what it means to grow older in h&F
today and that we speak confidently on
behalf of all older residents in h&F.
H&f is a great place tO grOw
Older
Many older residents told us how happy
they were to live in h&F and how they
would not like to change it for another
place. They said the benefits of living here
include:
a great location, close enough to
central London without being central
London and easy to get away from
London when it becomes too much
Excellent transport connections, with
many tube, train and bus lines
Pleasant surroundings, with
particular pride in parks and the river
Various amenities, with a good
provision of libraries and shops
catering for a variety of budgets and
tastes
Great culture, with theatres, cinemas
and cultural activities all year round
huge diversity, where mixed
communities make life more
interesting and are a source of pride.
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as some older residents told us:
“I’ve lived all over London and I can
honestly say it’s a great place to live
already. Some of the places I used to
live in other parts of London were
horrible”
“I know we like a moan but actually
it’s not a bad place to live. There are
lots of parks, you can get anywhere
pretty easily and there’s the river.”
“An amazingly wide spectrum of
people from all walks of life and
a diverse selection of ethnicities.
Wide range of shops, sports
facilities, excellent schools, fantastic
transport.”
But HOw tO make H&f even
Better?
When we asked in our survey whether
anyone had been particularly dissatisfied
with any of the services on offer in h&F,
more than 50 per cent of people could
not think of anything they were unhappy
with, or expressly stated that they have
not been dissatisfied. as one respondent
put it, “people do their best”. When
asked whether there is any help, support,
or service that respondents felt they
needed that is not currently available to
them in the borough, more than 40 per
cent said “no”.

We know that there is a lot to do to
make sure that all older residents in the
borough can live fulfilling, connected
and enjoyable lives. We are all aware
that local authorities face spending cuts
but most people seemed confident that
services could be improved anyway.
In the following section, you’ll find our
research findings and recommendations.
We have linked the experiences of the
people we have talked to and heard from
with what we believe could make h&F an
even better place in which to grow older.
People told us many different things
about a variety of services and
organisations and we have grouped their
responses and our recommendations into
five main themes:
1.

Better services: People told us
of unreliable, sometimes unfit
transport; inflexible parking systems;
problems with GP appointments’
and bad housing maintenance.

2.

Better Information: People
shared their frustration at knowing
that there is a lot going on in h&F
but not having accurate, timely
information about it. Similarly, they
told us that they are not always
aware of the help they can receive
and the services they could benefit
from.
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3.

stronger Communities: People
told us that they want to feel that
they belong and that communities
need to be more inclusive of those
from different generations and
ethnic backgrounds and with
different life experiences. There is
a feeling from many community
groups that they are seen as “hard
to reach” when they are available,
waiting and ready to be an integral
part of the life of the borough. This
is often down to language barriers.

4.

Closer Collaboration: People
felt that the council , its many
different departments, the various
national and local agencies, and
all the charity organisations do not
always work together. This lack of
coordination leads to a sense of
confusion and duplication which
can cause older residents to be
reluctant to persevere with enquires
or complaints.

5.

deeper resident Engagement:
People told us that they felt that
decisions were taken without them
being consulted or that some of
the existing services were not fit for
purpose and had been put in place
without thinking about older users.
There was a widely held view that
some “consultations” are just tick
box exercises and outcomes are
poorly communicated.
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findings and recommendations
1. Better services
Over the past year, we tried to meet with and listen to as
many older residents as possible to hear what they think
of the services that are being offered in h&F. The three
main services mentioned were health and social care,
transport and parking, and housing.
HealtH and sOcial care
Older residents we met all felt that the NhS has
deteriorated, especially in the last few years, with
noticeably increased waiting times, less availability of
health care professionals, and a poorer state of hospitals
and GP surgeries.
While many agreed that the issue was national and not
specific to h&F, they still mentioned local issues, such
as concern about the running down of charing cross
hospital:
“The doctors and nursing staff at both my GP and
Charing Cross Hospital are wonderful, though the
depletion in resources at Charing Cross is dreadful.
When I was in with appendicitis there was no drip stand
and I had to tell the nurse how to improvise one using
the coat hanger from my coat!”
Similarly, while doctors and staff at surgeries across the
borough were praised, many people complained about
the difficulties in arranging appointments with GPs,
particularly since an online appointment system has
come into use. Those who are less digitally savvy feel
let down. One resident aged over 85 said, “Now that
appointments are online, when I telephone there are no
appointments left for my doctor”. another one told us,
“Just trying to get through on the phone to my local GP
is a nightmare”.

RecommendatIon
H&F’s hospitals and
surgeries should reserve
some phone appointments
for older residents not able
to book online.
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Older residents also told us of their satisfaction with free
home care and the quality of day care centres across the
borough:
“My husband uses a day care centre. It’s just a great
service. He goes two days a week, enjoying it very much
and for me, as his carer, it gives me a great break and I
know that he is happy and well looked after! I also use
the support group and I find that very helpful.”
however, fewer hours of help, poorly trained staff and
high turnover of staff are all causing problems with older
residents using home care.
Similarly, much of the work of caring for older residents
falls upon family and friends rather than professional
services. caring can be a difficult and isolating task
as our previous report noted. We believe that carers,
professional and unpaid, need better and stronger
support and we particularly welcome the council ’s
intention to set up a carers’ commission to look at the
needs of carers in h&F.
at the same time, many survey respondents told us of
a gap in mental health counselling and support. One
resident told us that she felt “too much is left to mental
health charities” and that she is lucky to have access to
counselling in a neighbouring borough. another resident
from White city who is caring for her son said, “I really
believe this borough needs a mental health advocacy
hub serving all ages including older people caring more
and more for families, their children, other neighbours
[…]. We deserve support.”

RecommendatIon
Adult Social Care should
drive improvements to the
training and monitoring
of home care staff, and
strengthen the offer to
residents with a mental
health condition and those
who may be at risk of
falling into poverty, so they
are able to direct them to
support mechanisms.
RecommendatIon
The Commission endorses
the establishment of a new
Carers’ Commission.
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The commission notes that the administration adhered
to a policy of no increase to council Tax during its first
term in office. We also note that the administration
decided not to use the government- approved precept to
raise funds to provide additional resource for social care.
The demand on social care services will continue to
increase so additional resources are required. The
commission believes that the anticipated continuing
demand upon social services, not least to support
the growing needs of the older population and the
administration’s own expressed wish to address
the issues of inequality across the borough, make it
imperative that these decisions be reconsidered in the
administration’s second term of office. The alternative
of facing cuts to services and quality is, in our view,
unacceptable.

transpOrt and parking
Older residents acknowledge that good public transport
is a benefit of living in h&F. On the whole, the borough
is very well-connected to bus and tube networks for
journeys around London and has an easy access to the
road network and heathrow airport.
For those with minimal or no mobility issues, TfL’s
Freedom Pass enables them to get out of the house and
remain active. One survey respondent aged over 65 said
that her Freedom Pass was one of her “most valuable
possessions” and she used it “practically every day”.
however, not all respondents agreed that the current
transport offer was satisfactory and one even felt that

RecommendatIon
The council should
consider increasing the
Council Tax income in
line with the maximum
allowed by current
regulation, and should
consider adding the social
care precept to Council Tax
bills in 2019/20.
RecommendatIon
The Government should
provide adequate funds
to the local authority
to enable it to meet its
obligations to provide
social care, now and into
the future.
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transport in h&F was “diabolical”. Overall what people
told us suggests that the current transport arrangements
for older people are satisfactory in concept but need
attention to ensure that they work as intended.
although TfL is viewed as having overall responsibility
for transport, a few feel h&F could do more to agitate
for bus routes along less busy main roads as they claim
that certain areas of the borough are effectively bus-free
zones. a hail & ride system could be launched for use
by those with reduced mobility who cannot walk too far
to a main road. Better training for bus drivers should be
provided to be aware of the barriers older residents face
getting on and off the bus.
Many people also complained about the current offering
of taxi services and other forms of local transport, which
are seen as not being up to scratch and offering poor
customer service:
hospital transport was criticised for its late, slow,
and unreliable service. Many users reported that
they had become so frustrated that they used their
Taxicard to attend hospital appointments. Many
were unaware that this was not a proper use of the
Taxicard service, which is separately funded.
Many regrets were expressed about the loss of
the h&F community Transport service and its
replacement with a service in Kensington and
chelsea, the main concern being availability and
reliability.

RecommendatIon
The council and TfL should
re-examine bus routes to
less well-served residential
areas, such as the No.424.
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The Taxicard scheme was valued by many but many
others felt it was too expensive. The Dial-a-ride
service was praised by some regular users but not
valued by many others, who felt that it did not often
meet their specific transport wishes or timetables.
One resident told us, “Dial-a-ride is a good service
when it works but I’ve been let down so many
times as it’s taken them ages to arrive if they DO!”.
another older resident complained that taxi drivers
only allow one carer when two might be needed.
Many of you told us of missed GP and hospital
appointments. Many people also told us that such an
unreliable service had an impact on their social life as
they felt house bound and unable to attend activities
because of such unreliable services. On the whole, older
service users felt let down and disempowered.
Similarly, many respondents to our survey said the new
parking service was a “disaster” or a “nightmare”. The
new ringGo app is deemed “difficult to install” and
“since there is no signage on the street to indicate where
the meters are, it is impossible to find a meter to use
when RingGo is not working.” The new service seems to
have been designed only with the most digitally-savvy in
mind and does not seem to take into account the needs
of users that do not have/use a smart phone.

RecommendatIon
All commissioners of
community transport
should review their
services to ensure they
reliably meet the needs
of older residents. This
includes the NHS/CCG/
Hospital Trust’s hospital
transport and TfL’s Dial-aRide, along with all others.

RecommendatIon
The council should raise
the concerns of older
residents and others about
the new parking meters
with RingGo, to explore
where improvements can
be made.
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HOusing
When it comes to housing, the main issue mentioned
by participants in our survey and discussions is the high
cost of housing in this borough. This either affects older
residents directly or means that family members are unable
to buy or rent somewhere nearby. This can create isolation.
Many of those living in sheltered accommodation seem
to have better day-to-day experiences than those in
non-sheltered council housing, even though some survey
respondents praised the work of those who manage
their estates:
Small repairs are carried out quickly as someone is
usually on-site
There is a strong sense of community and
neighbours look out for one another
Many social events and activities are taking place on
site
residents are connected directly to organisations
like Open age or Nubian Life who visit and advertise
the activities they organise.
Still, those in sheltered accommodation have issues with
wardens leaving and not being replaced. Many are also
unhappy with both Mitie and Pinnacle, the organisations
which provide housing maintenance and, in the south of
the borough, management services.
The commission welcomes the council’s Older People’s
housing Strategy that was published earlier this year and
looks at ways to provide comprehensive housing services
through partnerships between housing, adult social care
and the third sector to increase and improve options for
older citizens.1

RecommendatIon
The council should review
housing maintenance and
management contracts,
and drive performance
improvements.
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2. Better information
a major issue that came to the fore when talking to
older residents was a general lack of information. Some
residents are very well aware of everything h&F has
to offer but we were sometimes surprised to see how
many older residents are left without any accurate and
tailored information on the services they are entitled to,
particularly older residents with a migrant background.
The research we carried out indicates that there are three
major obstacles to engagement with older residents:
a widespread lack of knowledge of the services and
assistance available to older residents
an equally limiting ignorance of how to access
services
a shared belief that council services are bureaucratic
and of poor quality.
People told us about the numerous social activities
they attend, such as trips and excursions organised
by agewell rambles or dancing sessions organised
by DanceWest. however, many felt better and more
coordinated information about these activities should be
provided.
Our research shows that most people find out about
groups and classes in a passive and haphazard way:
through a better-connected friend or through healthcare
professionals, sometimes after an accident or a fall. Very
few people receive leaflets or information through their
doors and few use the internet to discover new activities.
a webpage currently exists, People First, which contains
links to and information on many such resources and
activities but it needs updating and to be made more
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user-friendly. a new updated People First would be useful
to charitable organisations, council officers and healthcare
providers as well as residents who might be isolated and
unaware of the many support systems in h&F.
however, not all older residents can access online
resources. Online is not a way in for most residents aged
over 75, who rely more on word of mouth and print.
a known person – a familiar face – should be available
to older residents to get in touch with when support or
information are needed. community champions could
be asked to perform as ‘personal referral guides’. Notice
boards across GP surgeries, council and sheltered housing
should also be used more intensively to post information
on the different services and activities available.

RecommendatIon
Nobody should be excluded
because they can’t get
online. The council, CCG
and Healthwatch should
ensure all older people
know what services are
available and should reduce
the complexity of forms
that carers/older people
need to complete to receive
additional financial support.
RecommendatIon
Information websites, such
as People First, must be
updated and user-friendly.
They should make advice
and information easy
to access, for example
dealing with a cold home.
RecommendatIon

RecommendatIon
‘Every door is the right
door’: The council,
CCG and charitable
organisations must work
together to make sure
older people are pointed
towards the right services
for them, wherever they
first make contact.

Noticeboards across GP
surgeries, council and
sheltered housing should
be used more intensively
to promote services and
activities.
RecommendatIon
The council should
substantially increase the
numbers of volunteer
Community Champions in
every part of the borough.
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Better information should also be provided to Black,
asian and minority ethnic (BaME) groups. Many older
residents told us that language was a barrier. One
older female resident from Eastern Europe said, “It was
difficult for me to deal with paperwork in the council
housing department. It is difficult for me to access local
services that do not provide interpreters as I do not
speak English very well.”
charitable organisations like the Eastern European centre,
the Lido Foundation, Midaye and Nubian Life provide
advice and support to older residents, and more needs
to be done to ensure that BaME groups can find a safe
place to meet, exchange and receive the information
they need on the services they may benefit from.

RecommendatIon
Older non-English
speakers, particularly
those in poverty, must
be supported, and the
council should invest in
the capacity of the third
sector to deliver this, for
example encouraging and
facilitating older people
to maximise their benefit
take up.
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3. stronger communities
as older residents we met pointed out, h&F truly benefits
from its thriving and diverse communities. The borough’s
diversity is a source of pride to many older people. Older
residents can equally be an asset to their community and
many want to be more involved and integrated.
There are many local initiatives that help older residents
feel connected in their everyday lives, from lunch clubs
to street fests and arts activities. One way to use such
assets and initiatives is ‘social prescribing’.
as defined by NhS England, social prescribing is a
means of enabling GPs and other frontline healthcare
professionals to refer people to services in their
community instead of offering only medicalised
solutions. Often the first point of referral is a link worker
or ‘community connector’ who can talk to each person
about the things that matter to them. Together they can
co-produce a social prescription that will help to improve
their health and wellbeing.2
Older residents told us they feel transformed by
attending an activity or group for a variety of reasons:
They feel more connected and part of the
community, making the most of the services
available to them and not isolated, and more open
to meeting new people and making new friends
(should they wish)
They feel an increased sense of well-being, both
physical and emotional, and feel better about
themselves
They may feel more flexible (for example they can
walk to the shops without losing breath) and their
mood lifts
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They can feel more confident – the activity can help
re-build their self-esteem and give them a boost
They get a sense of achievement, for example driven
by a pride in taking part and finishing a class, or
participating in a choir/music/theatrical performance
or winning a prize.
One older resident said that attending an Open age
Steady and Stable session helped rebuild her confidence
after she had her fourth hip replacement. another
participant in the agewell rambles programme told us:
“Agewell Rambles is under threat at present although
it is a life-changing thing for the walkers. It is good for
our health, it takes us into the country for fresh air. It is
sociable and combats feelings of isolation and loneliness.
It gives respite to those of the group who are carers
for someone in their family (at present one third of the
group are carers). I have seen shy, unfit people who have
joined and within a term they are stronger, healthier and
happier as they have made friends.”
Given that activities make a real difference in older
residents’ lives from the physical to more-higher level
self-actualisation, h&F’s goal should be to get as many
older residents taking part in group activities as possible
to enhance their quality of life.
Some participants, however, had to stop attending some
activities due to increased fees. For many, there is also
a worry in advance that they won’t be able to afford
an activity. Even though participants almost always
commented on how pleased they were when they
discovered that a class was available only for a couple of
pounds, this can still feel expensive for some residents in
the borough.

RecommendatIon
We need a social, rather
than medical approach to
ageing. Social prescribing
of activities should be
embedded to improve the
health and wellbeing of
older residents.
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Some people would also like to see activities taking place
all year round. Many feel they lose form, confidence and
consistency if they suddenly stop doing something for
two months. They feel daunted by the effort of trying to
find a similar class elsewhere and nervous at the idea of
meeting a new group.
as one older resident said, “I wish [a particular
organisation] did classes over the summer. Everything
just stops round about now [June] and won’t start up
again until September. You might try and meet up with
friends but it’s not as easy.”
at the same time, some people feel that activities are not
tailored to their needs and they lack a place where they
can meet and socialise without being on guard. This is
true, for example, for one older resident who “has yet to
find any meetings/clubs for gay people”.
Similarly, some older residents who do not use English
as their first language might not be taking classes which
are in English as they fear they might not understand the
instructions. For some groups, a safe place to meet and
socialise should be offered.

RecommendatIon
The council should
bolster local third sector
organisations running
social activities for older
residents. No two people’s
tastes or pockets are
identical, and a greater
wealth of culturally
specific activities would
recognise the diversity of
H&F’s older population.
RecommendatIon
Cost should never be a
barrier. To ensure that
activities are accessible
to all older people, the
council should help
organisations keep
these activities free or
affordable, and ensure
they take place all year
round.
RecommendatIon
Older people who wish
to remain economically
active should be
encouraged to do so.
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4. closer collaboration
as these first three sections have shown, there is a lot
of good things going on in h&F but there is still a lot
to improve. Many older residents we met and talked to
praised staff working in various council departments and
locations. Staff from the council ’s parking and housing
teams, libraries, charitable organisations and surgeries and
hospitals across the borough were particularly praised.
Still, many felt that the council’s different departments,
and the various national and local agencies and charitable
organisations do not always work together and stay in
their separate silos. This lack of coordination leads to a
sense of confusion and duplication.
For example, more joined-up thinking is needed
regarding the provision of social activities for older
people. Several organisations have the same type of
classes and may be seen as competing for funding for
their activities and for attracting older residents. Many
providers stop their activities at the same time of year
and older residents cannot find anything they can attend
for long periods of time. With a coordinated programme
of activities making the best of all the resources available
in the borough, older residents would be able to enjoy
the classes they need and like all year round.
Joined-up thinking is already at the heart of the
Integrated care Partnership, which is made up of health
and care providers and commissioners, working since
2016 to integrate the services they offer.
Similarly, Sobus, the community development agency
for h&F, has launched the POPS initiative (Providers of
Older People’s Services) to get the voluntary sector in
the borough working in collaboration on older people’s

RecommendatIon
The council and
providers should work
together to coordinate
a consistent, year-round
offer of activities across
the borough to older
residents, regardless of
their ability to pay.
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issues. POPS meetings give a platform for providers to
develop a shared understanding of older people’s issues
and work together to increase capacity and effectiveness.
Our research has shown more than thirty different
groups providing services to older people. Some of
those we met and engaged with, for example in the
north of the borough, told us of their feeling of being
let down and of a lack of interest and engagement
from the council. as these offer valuable support to
older residents across the borough and are often older
people’s only way of accessing information and advice,
the council should map out these groups and engage
with them. Knowledge of these groups and of the needs
of the people they work with could be increased by a
scheme in which council staff could volunteer in such
organisations. Secondments could also be organised.

RecommendatIon
The council should
identify all groups
supporting older
residents, and establish a
policy of helping them to
develop. Groups tackling
social isolation and
loneliness and poverty
are a particular priority.
Council staff should be
offered volunteering or
secondment opportunities
with those groups.
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5. deeper resident engagement
collaboration is needed within the council and between
the council and the different agencies and organisations
operating in the borough. however, collaboration is also
needed between those organisations and older residents.
While some of the services currently on offer seem to work
well, many still need to be improved to make sure that
they are fit for purpose and take into account the needs
of older residents. In particular, many people told us that
they feel that decisions are taken without them being
consulted, that consultations are often a tick-box exercise
and that the council does not really want to listen to older
residents. Equally when proper consultation does take
place, there is a widespread feeling among older residents
that the process makes little discernible difference to
outcomes for them or that they are not given any feedback
explaining what difference their involvement made.

RecommendatIon
The council, CCG and
other agencies should
produce comprehensive
guidelines for all
consultations, including
the production and use
of surveys, focus groups
and public engagement
events. These should give
clear guidance on the
need to report, and means
of reporting outcomes

however, while consultation is a first step in the right
direction, we believe that a full strategy of residents’
involvement based on co-production would be better
to ensure that services on offer to older residents in the
borough are fit for purpose.
This same conclusion was drawn by the h&F Disabled
Peoples’ commission, which put forward in its final
report published in 2018 a strong message of ‘Nothing
about disabled people without disabled people’, seen
as the only way to break down the barriers disabled
residents encounter in their everyday lives.3 Similarly, we
believe that older residents and decision-makers need
to be working together in an active way to plan, design
and review policy and services that affect older people’s
lives, to get rid of the barriers they face.

RecommendatIon
The council should involve
older residents in any
relevant service review or
re-design of services in its
move towards a policy of
co-production with service
users.
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To ensure a continuous link between the council and
the community and to ensure that older residents can
always find a quick and efficient way to communicate
with the council, the council should appoint an Older
People’s champion from its councillors.
having such a position would send a strong message to
older residents that their needs and concerns are being
addressed. an Older People’s champion offers a good
way for h&F to convey that it takes its older residents
seriously, recognising that they are a distinct group with
specific needs.
Other councils across the country and the capital have
such champions. We met with cllr alison Kelly, camden
council’s Older People’s champion, who told us about
her role and how she works with local residents. The
h&F Older People’s champion would represent the
interests of older residents in the borough and would
focus on the more strategic areas affecting them.
The Older People’s champion should be working
together with an Older People’s Board made up of older
residents and third sector organisations working with
older residents that would meet quarterly to discuss local
issues affecting older residents.
Such a board should be diverse and include the voices
of those who are not usually heard. It should be set up
through a transparent process of recruitment open to
any older resident, agency and charitable organisation
operating in the borough. as one resident told us, this
board “would need to be representative, reflecting the
diversity of the older people who live here. A lot of the
time it’s the same people who go on these things who
harp on about just one issue that affects them rather
than thinking about the whole borough.”
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The board should have more than a simple consultative
role and should have the power to influence decisionmaking and put issues of concern and the priorities of
older residents on the council’s agenda. as a first task,
the board could monitor the implementation of the
recommendations in this report and the interim report
we published earlier this year (see appendix 1).

RecommendatIon
The council should
appoint an Older People’s
Champion from its
councillors to represent
the interests of older
residents. The H&F Older
People’s Champion should
work in partnership with
an Older People’s Board
made up of local residents,
agencies and charitable
organisation, and work
among other things to
tackle poverty in later age.
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next steps
The h&F Older People’s commission has
worked for over a year and we have tried
to cover in this report everything older
residents, officers and practitioners have
shared with us, including their ideas and
their solutions, to improve the lives of all
older residents in all areas of h&F.
however, this is only the first step of
an exciting and challenging journey of
working together with the council and
other service providers in the borough.
By improving services, information,
collaboration and resident involvement,
the council can really make a difference
to the community and make h&F the
best borough in which to grow older.
We will now ask the council to take stock
and see how our recommendations
can be acted upon. We will remain at
the council’s disposal to discuss these
findings and recommendations to find
the best practical ways of working
together.
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thank you
We would like to say a big thank you
to all the residents and organisations,
including those below, who have
engaged with us and shared their views
and experiences.
We would also like to thank all the
officers and practitioners who have
supported us and answered our
questions. Finally, we would like to
thank cllr Stephen cowan, Leader of
h&F council, and his colleagues for
giving us the opportunity to work
together to improve the lives of older
residents in h&F.

OrganisatiOns cOnsulted
Camden Council (Cllr Alison Kelly)
Munden Street Sheltered Housing AGM
Askew Road Library
St Andrews Project
H&F Older People’s Consultative Forum
H&F Housing Representatives Forum
HFMind
Fulham Good Neighbours
Lido Foundation
Grove Neighbourhood Centre
Healthier Homes
Open Age
Age UK
Macular Society
Iraqi Association
Midaye Centre
Nubian Life
Eritrean Group
QPR Extra Time
Iranian Association

nOtes
1

https://www.lbhf.gov.uk/sites/default/files/section_attachments/older_peoples_
housing_strategy_-_march_2018.pdf

2

https://www.england.nhs.uk/personalised-health-and-care/social-prescribing/

3

https://www.lbhf.gov.uk/councillors-and-democracy/resident-led-commissions/
disabled-people-s-commission
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Older People’s Commission
Qualitative research findings

June 2018
Created by: Greig Burnside
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CONTEXT
!

!

!

!

The Older People’s Commission was formed in November 2017 to improve the
quality of life for all older residents in Hammersmith & Fulham and make it the
best borough in which to grow older
OPC has held a series of engagement meetings with older residents and
published an interim report with a set of recommendations that can ensure
older people in H&F feel like more active members of their community
Qualitative research is now required to gain an understanding of older
residents and their experiences +as well as gauge their responses to some of
the priority areas identified by the OPC
The main priorities of the research are:
! To uncover all the positive elements that make H&F a great place to live
in, as well as what steps / services / activities could be taken to make it
even more inclusive and better connected
! To find out how older residents access the services available to them
! To identify what types of services might be required in the future

Full report 2019 - Appendix 1
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SAMPLE
!

Summary of who we spoke to…

3 x minigroups

3 x depth
interviews

2 x friendship
pairs

1 x couple
interview
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TYPOLOGIES
!

From a range of ages a series of typologies emerges reflecting participants’
outlook on life, health and levels of engagement with their community

ACTIVE

EMBRACERS

NEWBIES
YOUNGER

OLDER
NOT DEAD YET

STRUGGLERS

LESS ACTIVE
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NEWBIES
!

!

!

Participants at the younger end of the spectrum, often those who have only
recently retired, or are still working (usually part-time)
! Still in good health and full of energy though reflective on this being a new
stage in their lives
Lots of free time that they feel they are more than entitled to spend on
themselves after a lifetime of focusing on their career &/or family
! Taking up things they’ve never done before, enjoying challenges
Prickly when described as being ‘older’ or being lumped in with other older
people (75+) who they feel they have little in common with
! A young-at-heart Baby Boomer mentality that likes to distance itself from the
more traditionalist Silent Generation

!
!
!
!

This blob sums up this typology well
Still learning new things about themselves
Happy to look for ‘a leg up’ as they
transition into the next chapter of their life
A sense that life is just beginning
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NEWBIES

‘I hate the phrase Old Age
Pensioner. I heard someone use
the word ‘retiree’ and I prefer
that. It sounds more exciting.’

‘I’m busier now than I ever was
before when I was working.’

‘Don’t tell me old people
don’t use the internet. We
do. And we love it.’

‘I want to keep learning and
doing things to improve myself.’
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EMBRACERS
!

!

!

Older respondents typically over 75, however, demonstrating an irrepressible
spirit and zest for life
! Still mobile and able to get around London for the most part
! A positive, pro-active approach to life and living in Hammersmith & Fulham
often somewhere they’ve lived most of their adult life
Staying busy through never-ending socialising, connections with friends & family
and involvement in their local community
! Perhaps through their sheltered accommodation or by participating in
groups & classes
Undoubtedly faced with health issues but not letting this define them at all

!
!
!

The Embracer blob!
Have reached the top of the tree, having
accrued wisdom along the way
Surveying a life they feel proud of yet still
open to new and exciting experiences
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EMBRACERS
‘I love living in Hammersmith &
Fulham. There’s so much to do
you’ll never be bored.’

‘[Registered blind] I enjoy twice visits to
my local gym, shopping with my
partner, visiting the library for audio
books, going to the theatre and
cinema, walking along the river bank
and eating out. I also attend weekly
choir sessions, a series of weekly drama
classes and philosophy lectures and biweekly singing lessons.’

‘I’m 91 and have a few
health issues but I always
try to make time each day
to go out for a walk and
stay busy.’

‘I do yoga on a Tuesday, dance
on a Wednesday, do gardening
the rest of the week, and help
with the British Legion from the
summer until November. I also
like socialising with friends. Is that
enough for you?’
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NOT DEAD YET
!
!

!

Younger respondents – under 75 – with several still working in some shape or form
However, often they have had a health issue that has worn them down and
affected their self-esteem quite badly
! Constant GP and hospital visits has left them tired and stressed out
! They lack the confidence of Newbies and Embracers so seem much more
nervous about stepping out and doing something new
However, they are still upbeat and intend keeping calm and carrying on with a
particular emphasis on doing things that will help them achieve better health

!

!

The Not Dead Yet acknowledge they need
a lot of help and support whether it’s from
medical staff, friends or family to get them
through a difficult stage in their life
Re-assessing their health & well-being in
light of health issues and taking more care
of themselves
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NOT DEAD YET

‘I’m on my fourth hip transplant so
I’ve been in and out of hospital so
often… it’s draining.’

‘I had a car accident a few
years ago and it’s really
affected me. I can’t do as
much so I don’t do as much
though I’d like to do more.’

‘I’ve had lots of health problems –
with my back and my heart – so I
do try to get out every day but
some days it’s too difficult’
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STRUGGLERS
!

!

Again skewing over 75 but with health issues that are clearly getting in the way
of living a full life
! Chronic pain, mobility issues and serious illness such as cancer or dementia
! And in some cases caring for someone with a serious illness means they
spend all their time with them, with no ‘me time’
The participants we spoke to all acknowledge that they are in many ways
better than other people who they know / might live next to (in sheltered
accommodation, or a neighbour)
! With stories of individuals who can go for days without leaving the house or
speaking to anyone because they don’t have family or friends nearby, or
have limited mobility

!
!
!
!

This blob sums up Strugglers
Trying to hang on in the face of adversity
Often overwhelmed by their problems
Don’t feel particularly supported
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STRUGGLERS
‘I feel like I’m just hanging on
due to pain and family
problems. Feeling stressed and
anxious.’

‘My daily routine is all about
caring for my husband and if I
leave him it’s to go shopping. It’s
very difficult you see.’

‘I’ve had renal failure and I’ve got
diabetes so life’s hard work.’

‘My neighbour is in her nineties
and it’s hard for her because
she’s old. I ask if she wants to join
me when we have something on
but she just can’t be bothered.’
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LIVING IN HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM
!

When asked about living in the borough there is some reluctance to be too
positive, however, analysis of the homework exercise shows many benefits of
living here…

LOCATION

TRANSPORT

DIVERSITY

• Close enough to Central London
without being in Central London
• Easy to get away from London
when it gets too much

• A particular strength of the area
connected to various tube and train
lines with dissatisfaction about
buses and bus routes seen as
London-wide not borough-specific

• Some mention H&F being the most
diverse borough in the country
which is a source of pride, diversity
makes the borough more
interesting

SURROUNDINGS

AMENITIES

CULTURE

• Parks & the river are clearly
something older residents are
proud of and help make walking
around a relatively pleasant
experience

• Good provision of libraries
(cutbacks don’t seem as severe as
in other boroughs!) and shops
catering to a variety of budgets &
tastes, from Westfield to
Shepherd’s Bush Market

• Local cinemas and theatres – Lyric
& Bush Theatres – are wellregarded and used, cinemas and
easy access to Central London
galleries & museums
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LIVING IN HAMMERSMITH & FULHAM
‘I’ve lived all over London and I
can honestly say it’s a great
place to live already. Some of
the places I used to live in East
London were horrible.’

‘I know we like a moan but
actually it’s not a bad place to
live. There are lots of parks, you
can get anywhere pretty easily
and there’s the river.’

‘Hammersmith is a very nice place
to live. Well connected, lovely
gardens, school, libraries, places to
eat. The famous King’s Street is a
place where you get everything
for your day to day life.’

‘An amazingly wide spectrum of
people from all walks of life and a
diverse selection of ethnicities.
Wide range of shops, sports
facilities, excellent schools,
fantastic transport including
access to six or more airports.’
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ATTITUDES TOWARDS H&F COUNCIL
!

!

!

All aware that local government faces spending cuts
! A reluctant acknowledgement that this is ‘how it is’
! Central government seen as the main culprit for this though some sentiment
that H&F could raise council tax to fund more local services though this
would go against a local election pledge
In this difficult environment almost all acknowledge that Hammersmith & Fulham
is actually doing ok
! Some compare with other boroughs – in East London, and outside London –
where services have been stripped back
There are four areas where H&F is seen to have some influence over services for
older residents although these affect everyone in the borough and around the
UK

Transport

!

Health

Housing

Environment

With a fifth area around Activities that is specifically focused on older residents
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TRANSPORT
!

!
!

!

!

Older residents acknowledge that good public transport is a benefit of living in
Hammersmith & Fulham
! Well-connected to bus and tube network for journeys around London
! Easy access to road network & Heathrow
For those with minimal or no mobility issues TfL’s Freedom Pass enables them to
get out the house and travel
Although TfL is viewed as having overall responsibility for transport, a few feel
H&F could do more to agitate for bus routes along less busy main roads
! Certain areas of the borough ‘bus-free zones’
! Other councils have ‘Hail & Ride’ which could be useful for those with
reduced mobility who can’t walk too far to a main road
In addition, better training of bus drivers to be aware of the issues older residents
face getting on and off the bus
! Through picking up close to the kerb / close to where the passenger is
waiting
Again participants aren’t sure whether taxi services fall under H&F’s remit but
current offerings aren’t up to scratch
! Although subsidised – possibly by the council – they offer poor customer
service
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HEALTH
!

!

!

Varying levels of health amongst our sample but the recognition staying healthy
requires some effort on their part widespread
! Newbies and Embracers in good health, which they attribute to their
leading an active life
! Not Dead Yet struggling but doing all they can to get back on their feet,
e.g. attending physio after operations, going to exercise classes
! Even Strugglers – when they can – enjoying the positive benefits gentle
stretching, yoga or trip to the shops can give them
A few themes emerge in relation to the health services they receive
! All feel the NHS has deteriorated esp in last few years with noticeably
increased waiting times, availability of HCPs, as well as the actual state of
hospitals and GP surgeries
! Again viewed as a national issue not one specifically affecting H&F
However, some local issues mentioned:
! Concern about closure of the local Charing Cross Hospital
! In general, what will this mean for health provision in the area
! More specifically how will patients get to any new site
!

Will it be easy to get to, will transport be laid on?

! Difficulties arranging an appointment at the GP &/or prescriptions
!

Phones never answered, admin staff burdened with paperwork, waiting times of up to 2 weeks
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HOUSING
!

When it comes to housing, the main issues mentioned by participants are the
high cost of housing, bedroom tax and the reduced provision of home help for
those who need it, which is particularly problematic for carers
! High housing costs don’t directly affect individuals, however, it often means
family members are unable to buy / rent somewhere nearby which can
create some isolation
! Bedroom tax, although not affecting anyone in the sample of participants
we spoke to it is still an underlying source of anxiety
! Fewer hours of help, poorly trained staff, high turnover of staff all causing
problems with older residents using this service
!

!

One Struggler only getting help an hour per day meaning she has to help her husband all by
herself first thing in the morning

! Similarly those in sheltered accommodation have issues with wardens
leaving and not being replace
Those living in sheltered accommodation seem to have better day-to-day
experiences than those in council housing
! Small repairs carried out more quickly due to someone usually being on-site
! A strong sense of community and looking out for one another
! Myriad social events taking place on site
! Connected directly to organisations like Open Age who visit and exhibit
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ENVIRONMENT
!

Participants enjoy living in the borough and on balance see H&F as doing a
good job of keeping public spaces in good condition
! Streets are for the most part kept clean
!

!

! Parks and the riverside are well maintained and places to feel proud of
That said, there are still some complaints
! Rubbish collection unpredictable, infrequent and complicated
!

!

This is particularly the case for those able to compare with other London boroughs such as
Westminster

A few with specific issues around uplift of garden waste / larger items as hard to arrange
(getting through to the right department, arranging a slot, assistance with putting the item out
for pick-up)

! Although main roads are kept in good condition, some side streets seem to
have been abandoned with overhanging trees and uneven pavements
causing problems for some, esp those with mobility issues
In addition, low-level anti-social behaviour and crime a source of worry for many
! Cyclists not adhering to road rules or intimidating gangs of schoolkids on
their way home
! As well as fear of being a victim of crime which keeps many indoors esp
when it’s dark
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ACTIVITIES
!

!

For all typologies there is an acknowledgement that doing an organised activity
regularly can really make a big impact on health & well-being with our
participants taking part in a variety of activities…
Walks with
friends

Church events

Library events

Art classes

Trips to
museum / art
galleries

Visits to the
gym

Yoga & pilates

Dance & drama

Singing

Poetry &
creative writing

Upholstery &
craftwork

IT training

In general participants able to find an activity that suits and works best for them
! A Struggler with mobility issues has discovered a fitness class that she feels
comfortable with as she doesn’t need to lie on the floor
! An Embracer has joined an acting group that enables him to embrace his
inner thespian
! A somewhat introverted Not Dead Yet enjoys the routine and health
benefits of his weekly exercise class helping him recover from an operation
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ACTIVITIES
!

Across typologies there is acknowledgement that there are many benefits –
both tangible and intangible – to be enjoyed from participation in any kind of
activity away from home

My poem got published which was great!

Achievement

You can rebuild your confidence to go out and do more things
I look forward to going and getting out the house

Belonging

Physiological

Such good times with friends when we meet up at the library
Mindfulness really helps reduce my anxiety
Just going for a walk with a friend lifts my day
I’ve lost weight and lowered my blood pressure
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ACTIVITIES
!

!

!
!
!
!

!
!
!

Participants don’t exactly know how H&F fits in with some of the main providers
of activities in the borough, however, there is an implicit understanding that H&F
funds them in some shape or form
Open Age in particular is highly praised by participants for getting them
involved in an activity and keeping them engaged for the most part
! Seen to be doing a great job, with respondents saying they would be
devastated should it vanish / have its funding pulled
Age UK also mentioned but more exclusive – for 75+ - and with less enthusiasm
Slightly different imagery revealed when discussing the organisations
OPEN AGE
Young-at-heart! With a focus on
physical & emotional well-being
Comprehensive range of classes
covering exercise (yoga),
mindfulness, and hobbies
Staff a mix of ages, friendly,
charismatic and fun to be around
Bright, inviting spaces
Open to all ages of old people

!
!

!
!

AGE UK
Solid, traditional with a focus on
getting older people out their home
Comprehensive range of classes
with a focus on needs & wants of
75+
Spaces can seem a little
institutionalised / dated
And for Newbies & Not Dead Yet
feels ‘not for them’
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ACTIVITIES
OPEN AGE

AGE UK

‘Open Age gets everything right.
They’ve people like me but also
people with wheelchairs,
zimmerframes and sticks and
everyone has a great time.’

‘Age UK do so many things and if
you wanted to be a ventriloquist
they’d probably find you that too.’

‘Age UK I see as being for older
people. Older than me. When you
walk past it’s people sitting
around, not doing very much.’

‘Open Age centre is really vibrant.’

‘The staff at Open Age are really
good. I don’t know what it is but
they are just smiley and friendly…
it’s always fun to be there.
Teachers and tutors really
encourage you no matter what
state you’re in.’

‘I’ve been to Age UK and haven’t
been impressed. Lots of people
but no chat… it didn’t feel for
me… yet!’
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PATH INTO ACTIVITIES
!

When it comes to groups & classes the pathway is as follows

Discovery

Advocacy

Maintenance

!

Consideration

Attendance

There are various ‘moments’ along this pathway where Hammersmith & Fulham
could do more to help and encourage different older residents do these
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DISCOVERY
!

!

Almost all find out about groups & classes in a passive and haphazard way
! Finding out through a better connected friend
! HCPs informing them after they’ve had an accident / fallen ill
! Coming across a leaflet at a public space (library, summer fair)
! Only one or two say they received a leaflet through their door
! Online search barely mentioned as a route to discovery
Those living in sheltered accommodation much more ‘in the loop’
! Notice boards, talks from organisations, leaflets through their door all entry
points for many
!

!

Something which those who aren’t in sheltered accommodation are impressed by / envious of

One younger participant made it her mission – upon retirement – to go online
and find out about all the resources available to them
! NB: computer users, IT savvy, relatively affluent

Online is not a way in for most residents especially those 75+ so this is not an effective
way to capture harder to reach audiences who rely more on WOM and print
To meet the needs of older residents H&F needs to communicate much more heavily
and in a more systematic way about the activities that are on offer in the borough
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DISCOVERY
‘My friend told me about
it, otherwise I wouldn’t
have known.’

‘I live up in White City and I
can honestly say I have never
had a single leaflet [about
Open Age] but that’s typical.’

‘The third sector do lots of things
but I don’t think they do a good
job at telling people about what
they do so it’s the same faces you
see at everything.’

‘We had a street fair
and someone turned
up with leaflets.’
‘I’d been in hospital and
they told me about this
Steady & Stable class
taking place next door.’

‘I only moved into my place a few
weeks ago so didn’t know about
any of these things. I’d love to do
something like this, something to
do with music or djing. Bringing
people together’

‘When I retired I had loads of time
to work out what I wanted to do,
went online and found a few things
I was interested in.’
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CONSIDERATION
!

!

Despite varying levels of self-confidence and get-up-and-go, at this stage there
can be barriers preventing older users from taking the next step
! From the more rational to deeper-seated emotional ones
At a rational level
! Cost: due to a lack of communication there is often concern that they
won’t be able to afford an activity as it will be too expensive
!
!

Participants almost always comment on how pleased they were when they discovered a class
was only a couple of pounds
NB: although this is acceptable for many, it is still feel on the high side for one or two of our
respondents

! Location: some venues are difficult to get to by public transport – a tube, a
bus then a walk – and this will stop people going esp Strugglers who have
greatest mobility issues
!

NB: many acknowledge certain organisations laying on transport to take them there and back

! Scheduling: don’t assume older people are sitting twiddling their thumbs,
many have busy days (shopping, chores, looking after grand- & greatgrandchildren), and evening classes in the winter are a no-no for many –
esp Embracers, Strugglers and Not Dead Yet – due to it being dark
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CONSIDERATION
!

At a more emotional level barriers include:
! Not understanding: for some foreign-born residents and the hard of hearing
concerns they may not be able to follow what’s happening
!

Esp classes where instructions are given such as exercise classes

! Not doing something well: whether it’s exercise or more creative classes,
worries that they will be left behind or pushed to do something they simply
can’t
!
!

Esp the case for exercise classes – yoga, Pilates – where many have worries that the pace of
class will be too heavy going for their level of fitness
Reassurance sought that they will be looked after

! Not fitting in: there is a concern that men might not want to join in with
women for certain activities – ‘they don’t want to be shown up in front of
women’ – so single sex classes are viewed as a positive
! Looking stupid: when it comes to more creative classes – art, drama, singing,
music, cookery – again there’s a lot of worry about how one compares with
more experienced members

H&F needs to continue funding activities so price does not become a barrier
to entry. The provision of no risk ‘Taster Sessions’ for uncertain users will
increase take-up. Finally, contact details for those who want to find out
more / have their concerns addressed is a must-have
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CONSIDERATION
‘My friend can’t hear so she
would like to know there is a
hearing loop she can use.’

‘You do feel trepidation when
you go somewhere new. You
don’t have the confidence
you used to have… before I
did yoga I had an idea of what
it might have been.’

‘I think men are put off because
there are a lot of women there
and men don’t like to look stupid
in front of women.’

‘I’m very busy so I don’t want to
do classes at the weekend…
that’s drinking time.’

‘I assumed they’d be quite
expensive like evening classes
but they’re only £1. This really
makes a difference to me and
means I can try different ones.’

‘I’d never have done yoga but
the woman who did it also did
Zumba and I enjoyed that so she
told me I should come along.’
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ATTENDANCE
!
!

!

Once there, participants cannot help eulogising the classes
Classes are described as being ‘pitched just right’ for an older audience
! Tutors know just how easy or difficult to make a class based on who is there
! Always an inclusive atmosphere means nobody gets left behind
Older residents say they feel transformed by attending a class or group for a
variety of reasons
! Connected: feeling like they’re part of the community, making the most of
the services available to them, and not isolated, as well as being open to
meeting new people and making new friends (should they wish)
! Increased well-being: both physical and emotional, residents feel better
about themselves
!

They might feel more flexible (can walk to the shops without losing breath) or their mood lifts

! More confident: esp for Not Dead Yet it can really help re-build their selfesteem and give them a boost
! A sense of achievement: pride in taking part and finishing a class, or
participating in a choir / music / theatrical performance or winning a prize
Activities making a real difference in older residents’ lives from the physical to more
higher level self-actualisation so H&F’s goal should be to get as many older
residents into a class as possible to enhance their quality of life
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ATTENDANCE
‘I come out of my mindfulness
class and I feel amazing, like I
can do anything.’

‘My drama class gives me a
chance to do something new,
something fun. And you meet
different people. I did role play
with a 10 year old last time and
we really learnt from one
another.’

‘I had really lost my confidence
when I’d had my fourth hip
replacement but the Steady &
Stable class has helped.’

‘I’ve done a ballet class with
Rambert and it’s great to think
you can do something like that.’

‘My husband’s art won a
prize and is on display in a
tunnel in Hammersmith…
it’s wonderful.’

‘I don’t socialise but that’s because I
don’t want to. I do the class
because I enjoy the exercise and I
can see that it’s good for me.’
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MAINTENANCE
!

Older residents appreciate a sense of routine as well as progression
! There should be minimal disruption to any classes or groups
! Being able to see an improvement in one’s body (e.g. through exercise) or
skills (e.g. through singing in tune, painting better) keep the user engaged
!

!

NB: All participants love celebrating achievement and success through, e.g. prizes at the end of
a term, or winning awards

Unfortunately, however, many report a lack of consistency to services
! Esp in recent times lots of classes / groups cancelled due to lack of funds
! Days and times of classes change too frequently
!

NB: many, esp older people, do get into a fairly set routine, which they don’t appreciate
changing

! A high rate of churn of well-loved tutors can leave a hole
! Minimal provision of classes over holidays
!
!

A real bugbear for those doing exercise classes in particular as they feel they lose form /
confidence / consistency if they suddenly stop for two months
The effort to try and find a similar class elsewhere too much! As again they feel like they are
going back to the Discovery stage with many of the negatives around lacking confidence,
feeling nervous

H&F needs to help organisations provide a consistent and expanded service
offering, bearing in mind there should be some provision of classes during the
summer to keep users’ levels of well-being, motivation and engagement high
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MAINTENANCE
‘So many of these classes just
seem to stop suddenly and they
say they can’t get the funding.’

‘With my yoga class if I stop
doing it for a few weeks
then I get rusty.’

‘They moved the art class I
did from a Wednesday to
a Tuesday but then I
couldn’t go because I’ve
got the library group on a
Tuesday.’
‘I wish they did classes over the
summer. Everything just stops round
about now [June] and won’t start
up again until September. You might
try and meet up with friends but it’s
not as easy.’

‘If the numbers drop below
a certain number then they
stop… so you don’t want
people getting ill or worse.’
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ADVOCACY
!
!

!

All enthusiastic advocates for Hammersmith & Fulham’s groups and classes
! Happy to tell their friends and neighbours about this!
Though one participant explains she doesn’t like to spread the word too much in
case the classes get too popular and they’re suddenly over-subscribed
! Again reflecting the mentality that there is a very short-term approach to
the entire service rather than it being a long-term, dedicated and
integrated part of the offering from H&F
H&F should harness participants’ enthusiasm and use them to get the message
out about what’s on in the area for older residents
! Through leaflets they can pass on to similarly-aged neighbours
! By helping at events – handing out promotional material, delivering a
speech about the benefits
! With free classes for any referrals

A potentially powerful group of individuals to provide ‘good publicity’ for the
services that Hammersmith & Fulham can offer. More needs to be done to
encourage referrals to target the ‘harder to reach’ individuals they all know
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ADVOCACY
‘I’m always telling my
neighbours to come along
but they never do. It’s a
shame as I feel they’re the
ones missing out.’

‘I don’t tell anyone
because I don’t want it to
get too busy and then I
have to join a waiting list
for a class.’

‘Friends see the difference in me
and my ability to get around so
they ask what I’ve done and I tell
them about the classes.’
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NEW SERVICES
!

Some provisional service ideas from H&F elicit mixed responses from participants

APPEALING

A. Listings
magazine
B. Parking
vouchers

D. Council
comm. in
other langs.
F. Adopt A
Grandparent
M. Rent a
Room
K. Older
People’s
Council

H. One
Phone No.

L. Volunteering
opportunities

E. Befriending
service

J. Older
People’s
Champion

C. Transport
to activities

G. Intergenerational
help
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‘INTERACTIVE SERVICES’
!

When it comes to service ideas that could bring older residents into contact with
younger residents, some clear preferences emerge…

Adopt A
Grandparent

PASSIVE

!

!

Befriending
service

Intergenerational
help

Volunteering
opportunities

PRO-ACTIVE

Older residents prefer proposed services where they can either show off and
share their skills & talents with pride or where there’s some kind of task involved
that benefits them in a tangible way (e.g. learning something new, getting a
lightbulb changed)
Mild hostility – esp but not exclusively – from Newbies & Embracers – towards
services that assume older people just need someone to come in and talk to /
at them!
! NB: even Strugglers who may not have a wide social circle / as much
support agree, they don’t want to feel patronised by someone turning up
out of a sense of pity
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VOLUNTEERING OPPORTUNITIES
!

!

Many participants – esp Embracers & Newbies – warm to this as an idea
! Taps into some of the concerns they have about getting old and feeling
worthless / not valued by society
! By making them dispense with advice / tips it puts them in control and
makes them feel they have something to offer
Versus befriending this feels like a more pro-active, fun way of interacting with
people one wouldn’t normally encounter like schoolkids or young professionals
! And tapping into concerns many have that younger people today possess
only basic life skills… and could do with their help
!

!

!

E.g. sewing on a button, fixing a leaking tap

Could encompass a broad range of talents… but also passions
! Sharing career skills such as joinery, plumbing or first aid
! Cookery classes with older residents teaching younger ones how to make a
specific kind of cuisine (e.g. Indian, Iraqi)
! Giving lectures about a region or country, chapter in history or a favourite
piece of art or music
H&F expected to be the lynchpin in keeping a database of ‘talents’ that can
be accessed by groups or individuals looking for a particular skill / passion
! Has broad enough coverage to ensure the database is robust
! Can offer safeguarding capabilities to volunteers and users
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VOLUNTEERING OPPORTUNITIES

‘A great idea. Young people
don’t know how to do things…
this could help them.’

‘I like this. When you’re retired
you can feel totally useless so if it
gave older people a chance to
do something for their
community then that’s good.’

‘People always love to
hear from people who are
really passionate about
something, it could be
anything.’

‘I’m a joiner and I still do
some work so would like to
teach younger people
these skills.’
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INTERGENERATIONAL SERVICES
!

!

!

!

!

These feel like more natural ways of having older residents interact with those
younger than themselves
! When tied in with a job or hobby or trip – rather than simply befriending – it
feels less patronising or passive
Learning through doing – i.e. 1 to 1 tuition – a great way of working one’s way
around a smartphone, tablet or computer so IT lessons well-regarded and could
extend into other life skills
Similarly older residents like the idea of getting teamed up with someone who
shares their love of film, art or theatre to buddy up with for trips
! Brings an immediate connection thanks to a shared interest
Older residents esp those not living in sheltered accommodation love the oddjob / DIY idea with all spontaneously mentioning that they often need help
around the house with certain tasks but have no idea how to go about finding
someone
! Small tasks such as changing a lightbulb that they cannot do themselves
but don’t want to spend much money on
! Often relying on family members to help out whenever they visit, however,
this can be sporadic or forgotten about
Again H&F expected to manage a database that matches older residents with
younger ones offering their services
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INTERGENERATIONAL SERVICES

‘This is someone doing
something that is practical and
not just sitting with you making
conversation.’

‘The best way of learning how
to use my smartphone is if
someone sits with me and
actually shows me how to do
whatever. Mind you they have
to be very patient.’

‘My son does things for us
but he’s always so busy,
flying around the world it’s
hard to get hold of him…
for small jobs in the house I
could use this.’

‘It’s nice to do something
with someone who shares
your interests, who you can
talk to about it.’
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BEFRIENDING / ADOPT A GRANDPARENT
!
!

!

Befriending services in general and with <18 more specifically generate mixed
responses
On the positive side it could solve some of the issues facing Strugglers who can’t
get out the house easily and have little social support
! Bringing them into contact with a volunteer could help connect them to the
outside world
! Esp valued when tied in with chores such as delivering groceries or doing
odd-jobs such as cleaning
In addition, it could help build rapport and understanding between them and
teens in particular
! Acknowledgement that most don’t know – or get - <18s, which can
manifest itself in a lack of trust
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BEFRIENDING / ADOPT A GRANDPARENT
!

However, there is often a lukewarm response to these ideas driven by:
! Annoyance that this taps into a well-worn trope older residents don’t want
to adhere to that they need help / companionship
! That those who could benefit most from befriending are often the ones least
likely to be into it
!

!

Reluctant curmudgeons who in many cases would prefer to be left alone

In addition, older residents would need to have some assurances in place
! Individuals would need to be well-trained and coming from a place of
wanting to help, not because they’ve been forced to
!

Genuinely interested in spending time with an older person, not someone doing it because it’s
part of a rehabilitation programme for example

! Need for long-term befrienders and not just someone who comes in for a
month or two and then leaves again to be replaced by someone new
!

Individuals – esp Strugglers – need time to build a rapport and establish trust

! Thorough safeguarding policies would need to be in place to protect users
from any harm or criminality
!

Again, many older residents have a negative view of younger people and worry automatically
about their safety
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BEFRIENDING / ADOPT A GRANDPARENT
‘I don’t want to be adopted.
I’m already a grandparent.’

‘I’d want to know that the
children coming to visit aren’t just
anyone and have been vetted
by the council.’

‘If some of these people have
been forced into helping an older
person… community work… then
it’s no good. They need to want
to come and help.’

‘I don’t need any more friends.
I’ve got too many already.’

‘Befriending is ok for those
people who don’t ever
leave the house… but
they’re quiet a lot of the
time so don’t want to talk.
They could maybe go
shopping for them, do
things around the house.’
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PARKING VOUCHERS
!

!

Although it’s not always relevant – some participants have parking spaces on
site, others don’t use / know anyone who uses a car in London – it is wellreceived
An acknowledgement that parking fees are expensive and potentially
changing behaviours
! Friends & family members may limit visits to times when there aren’t any
parking restrictions in place
!

Weekends and evenings

! Or simply pick up or drop off when visiting
!

!

!

!

I.e. they won’t be able to come in after a day out because they’ll have to feed the meter
meaning some miss out on social interaction

In addition, several roads are covered by smart systems where the driver can
only pay online / by phone, which really puts older residents off who either don’t
understand it, or don’t have the tools (smartphone, credit card) to use it
Residents still expect to have to pay something but would qualify for subsidised
vouchers that could be handed out to visitors and guests as and when needed
! Potentially increasing visits and extending existing ones
For H&F a relatively easy offering that can enhance older residents’
connectedness
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PARKING VOUCHERS
‘My friend picks me up from
my house and we’ll go on trips
but afterwards she never
comes in… she doesn’t know
how to work the phone thing
to pay for it by card… and she
wouldn’t want to anyway.’

‘It is expensive if you want to
keep topping up the meter…
when my family come to visit
they’ll spend over £10
sometimes.’

‘I think H&F used to do this. You’d get
a book of vouchers… this would be
cheaper than paying by the meter.’
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TRANSPORT TO GROUPS & CLUBS
!

!

!

!

As mentioned previously this would be beneficial for those who have mobility
issues – Strugglers and to a lesser extent Not Dead Yet – though others can see
its value to them if not now then in the future
In fact most see this as essential for existing organisations to broaden their reach
! Enabling older residents to at least consider attending a class once, and if
they like it then continue to go, providing the boost to physical health and
well-being
! Age UK – perhaps reflecting its older members base – offers transport to its
groups & clubs for those who need it
In addition, any offering would need to offer a genuine ‘front door-to-front door’
service that is punctual and caring
! Some existing transport options criticised because drivers show no desire to
help elderly residents get from their front door to the car!
! Cars are always late, and users don’t reach their destination on time
H&F’s role would be to fund transport to groups & clubs so that it can be either
free or heavily subsidised to ensure maximum access
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TRANSPORT TO GROUPS & CLUBS

‘We used the taxi service but it
was not a good experience.
The man turned up late, the
traffic was terrible and we
missed the start of the concert.’

‘My neighbour won’t get on a bus so
she’ll only go somewhere if someone
can give her a lift.’

‘Dial-A-Ride aren’t very good,
and their system is really
complicated… I think you can
get so many rides a month but
then you lose track.’

‘Age UK have their own bus
which is fantastic.’
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LISTINGS MAGAZINE
!

!

Many – esp 75+ - do have access to the internet, however, they are using it
primarily to keep connected to friends & family through emails, WhatsApp and
Skype (and similar) but NOT to browse on the internet
! Print is their preferred source of information
As such, there are many positive responses to this as an idea
! Addresses the needs of older residents who want something to hold / write
on / circle… and keep
! With wishes for a comprehensive, one-stop shop updated every couple of
months / quarterly
! Would include all groups & classes across the borough with information containing
dates & times, summary of class, suitability for older people, testimonials etcetera
! As well as a phone number – not a website – to contact for anyone wanting to ask
specific questions about a course / have any concerns addressed and dealt with
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LISTINGS MAGAZINE
!

!

!

However, there is an acknowledgement that it can be an expensive way of
communicating ergo it needs to work smarter
! Better targeting of people who really need it, e.g. sent out to older people
within a certain age group, not all older people 50+
! A ‘pass it on’ scheme involving some kind of incentive for the person passing
the magazine on and getting friends to join a class
More web-savvy, Newbies dismissive of the medium
! Print can’t be updated regularly so dates quickly
! Can’t provide enough detail about a class or course beyond a short
description
H&F should consider trialling a small-scale but highly targeted print run of this
magazine and monitor it to see if it results in participation before extending it
across the borough
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LISTINGS MAGAZINE
‘It’s a good idea. You want
information about all the things you
can do in the borough that comes
out maybe every quarter.’

‘There are people who
would like this kind of thing
and they’re exactly the
sort of people who don’t
have a phone or a tablet
so this could reach them.’

‘There was a magazine that was
good but it cost too much
money so they scrapped it. I
don’t know why as there is a lot
of cheap printing nowadays’

‘Good but online better as
the information can be
updated as and when
things change.’
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OLDER PEOPLE’S CHAMPION / COUNCIL
!
!

!

Participants aren’t convinced on either of these, however, of the two the
Champion enjoys widest appeal
Older residents are open to the idea of a Champion even if they have doubts
about its execution
! Positives revolve around the symbolism of the role, in that it offers a good
way of H&F conveying that it takes its older residents seriously, recognising
that they are a distinct group with specific needs
However, putting this responsibility onto just one individual is seen as lacking
credibility
! Too much for just one person, there would need to be a team on board
! Any issues raised would need to be filtered so that the individual could focus
on the more strategic areas affecting older people
!

!

With most recognising that they would not have enough time to deal with micro-issues such as
making the pavement on a particular road more older person friendly

When it comes to a Council there is more reticence possibly because there is
concern that it could simply be a toothless, talking shop for ‘the same old faces’
! To succeed it would need to be diverse, and bring in people more
representative of the entire borough whose voices aren’t usually heard
! It would need to have some powers and be seen to be getting things done
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OLDER PEOPLE’S CHAMPION / COUNCIL
‘It shows they take us seriously.
Someone to make sure older
people are listened to.’

‘Whoever it is, they would have
their work cut out for them!’

‘The problem is a Champion could
end up getting stuck having to deal
with someone’s rubbish not being
picked up. It would need to be very
focused around specific issues facing
older residents.’

‘It would need to be
representative reflecting
everyone who lives here. A lot
of the time it’s the same
people who go on these
things who harp on about just
one issues that affects them
rather than thinking about the
whole borough.’

‘Maybe if it only met up
every few months it
would be ok, but you’d
have so much stuff to do
inbetween I reckon.’
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ONE PHONE NUMBER
!

!

A phone call is the primary medium through which older residents will contact
the council so a one-stop shop would be helpful
! Again, browsing to find the information online isn’t something many do
! All have had horror stories of trying to get through to the council about one
thing or another (long waits, getting through to an answer machine, too
many buttons to press to get through to relevant department, dropped
calls)
However, even the most optimistic participants voice concern about how this
would work in practice
! Staff would have to be highly trained to know where to place a call within
the council
!

More cynical feel this would be beyond the ken of most people working for the council let alone
poorly paid receptionists with a high degree of turnover

! A team would need to work flexibly to cope with peaks and troughs in
demand from residents
!

E.g. being busy on a Monday morning, or during the winter when there might be housing issues
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ONE PHONE NUMBER
‘I had to call up about getting
some garden waste removed
and it was awful. It took so long
and I went back to the
beginning again… eugh.’

‘I don’t understand how this would
help as they’d still have to put you on
hold to connect you to the right
person… you could still be on there
for ages.’

‘It’s good only insofar as the
person at the other end of the
phone knows exactly what
they’re doing.’

‘I guess it’s better than
having to press all the
buttons.’
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TRANSLATION
!

!

Although it doesn’t attract much discussion, older residents can see that this
service would be useful for non-English speakers
! Necessary in such a diverse borough
! Demonstrates H&F’s commitment to looking after all people living in the
borough
Though all the BAME residents whose first language wasn’t English were
unimpressed as they thought it was someone’s duty to learn the language of
the country they were living in!

‘It doesn’t apply to me but I can see
why that would be important as we
have a lot of people in the borough
who don’t speak English.’
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RENT A ROOM
!

!

Despite sympathising with the plight of younger people moving to London and
having to find accommodation on a limited budget, responses to this are
negative across the board
Those who have a spare room don’t see this as something the Council could
help with
! At present offering this might be something that happens organically, e.g.
through a friend of a friend whose granddaughter is moving to London, or
through a church scheme
! H&F would be too distant from individuals for them to gauge the chemistry
necessary to share a space
!
!

Hard for a bureaucrat to understand the renter and tenant’s needs and assess whether they’d
be suitable to live together
Something that needs to be left to individuals to sort out themselves
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SUMMARY & WAY FORWARD
!

!

On balance participants feel H&F is a good place for older residents to live with the
council doing an ok job under difficult circumstances, however, there is still plenty the
council could do to transform the borough into an even better place for older
people
Although many aren’t clear about H&F’s role within certain service areas, the
following are mentioned:
! In transport existing tube / train / bus services work well for most typologies who
are making full use of their Freedom Pass, however, Strugglers could benefit from
a better organised taxi scheme that can deliver a punctual service and more
helpful and empathetic, hands-on drivers. H&F could also consider the feasibility
of launching a Hail & Ride service for residents living far from bus routes.
Straightforward Parking vouchers for older residents would also give many peace
of mind that any visitors (friends, family, workpersons) can stay as long as they
want without worrying about feeding the meter / paying for something via an
app / getting a fine
! In housing building more social housing in nicer parts of the borough is on
someone’s wish list. In general the high cost of housing is not necessarily a
pertinent issue for many who if bought their property, bought years ago when
prices were lower, however, it is one that prevents extended families from living
nearby which can lead to isolation hence the need to meet peers. Although the
cost of housing is a concern for many, there’s no real interest in Renting out a
room to a younger person due to trust issues
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SUMMARY & WAY FORWARD
In general most older residents view health services as falling outwith Hammersmith
&Fulham’s control. Making an appointment, waiting times etcetera aren’t a local
government issue. However, the closure of Charing Cross Hospital is a low-level
worry for many, and it will need to be accompanied by clear and reassuring
communication of how older residents can reach any replacement hospital with
details on bus routes, parking facilities and how much they charge. Indeed new bus
routes may need to be created to get older patients and visitors alike to the
replacement hospital
! Relating to the environment older residents, perhaps more than most, value
pleasant green spaces they can stroll around and will be the first to notice any
deterioration. Happily most feel these are kept in good condition and are even a
source of pride for many. More attention should be given to keeping pavements
clean and in good condition as well as maintaining often-forgotten minor roads to
ensure those with poor mobility are able to leave their home, go for a walk without
worrying about access or injury
Making communication between older residents and the council simpler and in line with
their usual behaviours is also important
! Ensuring face-to-face and telephone remain valid mediums of communication
alongside texting, emailing etcetera
! Although the One phone number has appeal, to work it needs to be well funded
with knowledgeable and personable staff taking ownership of any query
!

!
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SUMMARY & WAY FORWARD
!
!

In getting under the skin of older residents by understanding their emotional needs,
H&F can pursue strategies that can improve older residents’ lives
H&F continuing to fund groups & classes seems vital as these are a positive and
visible way to meet older individuals’ needs in terms of aiding physical health (at its
most basic level getting out the house to attend a class, but also doing exercise),
belonging (joining in with others, socialising, camaraderie) as well as achievement
(completing a module / class, gaining in confidence, winning a prize)
! Those who attend groups & classes getting a lot out of each activity they do
and feel it’s H&F’s duty to get more residents involved in these
! Through a more robust communication strategy – being more present at
community events, creating a Printed listings magazine with details on each class
on in the borough, making more of the power of advocacy (with those already
going)
! As well as removing any barriers to attendance through provision of a hotline for
any queries new recruits might have, ‘no risk’ free introductory class, conveying a
tone of inclusivity, providing opportunities to use Transport services to get to and
from groups & classes

!

In addition, H&F could work with organisations to ensure year-round classes not
ones revolving around terms, which isn’t a particularly relevant time frame for
older residents anyway!
! To avoid older residents growing restless – and rusty – when their beloved classes
aren’t on
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SUMMARY & WAY FORWARD
!

!

What’s also important for older residents is that they feel valued members of the
community over-turning long-standing tropes that once people have retired they’re
either no use to anyone, only want to hang out with other older people, or lonely
! H&F should use this insight to provide opportunities for Older residents to volunteer
their skills & passions to teach younger generations (as well as their own peers)
something they have learnt across their life
! Befriending can come across as a somewhat unappealing passive activity for
many – however, if it can provide the older resident with a sought after benefit –
like getting a difficult to reach lightbulb changed at home – then it becomes
more of a win / win situation (Intergenerational Services). Similarly meeting up
with someone with a shared interest through a befriending scheme from H&F
makes it more engaging for both parties. Although some like the idea of
spending time with children the practicalities of Adopting a Grandparent
(safeguarding, selecting the right kinds of individuals) make it impossible
Although engagement is something that participants say they want when it comes to
an Older Person’s Council there isn’t much interest in this with many assuming it will
either be composed of the same individuals who pop up everywhere pushing their
single issue agenda, or will struggle to push things through. Instead an Older People’s
Champion is seen as a more dynamic means through which to get things done on
behalf of older residents
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H&F Older People’s Commission - Interim Report March 2018

Recommendations
Issue 1: Transport
• TfL should improve and, where necessary, create
better transport links.
• TfL staff need better training that takes into
account the needs of older customers.

Executive
Summary

• Public transport should be better integrated
including, bus, tube, dial-a-ride, Taxicard and
community transport services.
• The council should consider providing, in
partnership with businesses, electrical charging
points for mobility scooter users.
• a volunteer car service should be reintroduced.

The Older People’s commission was formed in
November 2017 to improve the quality of life
for all older residents in the borough and make
hammersmith & Fulham (h&F) the best borough
in which to grow older.
The chair and the eight commissioners have
engaged with residents all across the borough
to hear about the problems they encounter and
what they think should be improved. They have
also met with council officers and third sector
organisations to look at services already available
and think about how to make them more
efficient.
commissioners in the first instance, have
concentrated on the issue of isolation and
loneliness, as they recognised that this is a
widespread concern for older residents in
the borough. This interim report focuses on
what contributes currently to isolation and
loneliness in the borough and provides a set
of recommendations to make sure that older
people in h&F feel like more active members of
their community.

• hospital transport services should be improved
urgently to benefit both patients and clinicians.

Issue 2: parking restrictions
• The council should consider different ways
of allowing families and carers visiting older
residents to be given limited exemption from
parking restrictions, where needed to reduce
loneliness and isolation.

Issue 3: Information
• Organisations and agencies across the borough
should continue to develop basic IT skills for
those who wish it and use paper-based systems
in parallel to improve the take-up of currently
available resources.
• The council should continue to develop,
sponsor and support digital inclusion among
older people and fund classes that provide older
people with digital skills at a minimal cost in
suitable locations across the borough.
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Issue 4: poverty and deprivation

Issue 7: unpaid carers

• Organisations, agencies, and groups across
the borough should hold activities and classes
for older residents that are either free or truly
affordable.

• The council should ensure that unpaid carers
are supported to maintain or make new social
networks. This would include respite care,
creating the time to socialise, and ensuring
networks are established and supported.

• The council and other funders should not only
prioritise clinical and teaching activities but also
social ones.
• The council should keep on promoting and
funding services like healthier homes which
help vulnerable residents manage their expenses
and maximise their income.
• The tradition of short-term funding for
successful projects and services needs to be
reviewed.

Issue 5: gp services
• The h&F ccG and GP Federation should press
local GPs to spend more time with older
residents and keep informed of different services
that are available across the borough to improve
signposting and referrals.
• When they identify socially isolated and lonely
residents, GPs should be encouraged and
supported to alert other services if there are
social or safeguarding needs.

Issue 6: professional carers
• companies providing paid carers should better
monitor the performance of the carers they
employ.
• The council should closely manage and monitor
the performance of the companies in order to
improve and maintain the quality standards that
this type of work requires.
• as a London Living Wage council, h&F should
take all steps to ensure that agencies are paying
carers the London Living Wage.

Issue 8: diversity
• The offer of local activities across the borough
should be culturally reflective of h&F’s diverse
older residents and encourage inclusion.
• The council and established community groups
should consider options for bespoke befriending
services that address the needs of different
groups across the borough. however, one-toone befriending is only part of the solution and
there is a need to ensure that older residents can
maintain, re-create or make new links with the
community they identify with.
• Service providers should demonstrate awareness
of the needs of residents with poor mental
health.
• They should also focus on the particular needs
of different BaME groups and LGBTQ+ people.

Issue 9: Belonging
• Inter-generational activities, e.g. bringing
together 50+ residents and younger residents,
should be an integral part of any programme
intended to reduce loneliness among older
residents.
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Our vision
The Older People’s commission first met in November 2017. We have worked
since to improve the quality of life for all older residents in the borough, no
matter their race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, ability, country of origin,
or economic and social class. Our prime objective is to make hammersmith &
Fulham (h&F) the best borough in which to grow older.
There are more than 19,000 residents aged 65 and over in the borough. Whilst
this is only about 10 per cent of h&F population, we are the group that will
grow the most over the next years. We are a very diverse group: 22 per cent of
us are from non-white ethnic backgrounds.
as older residents, we face a number of issues and challenges:
• a quarter of us are living in poverty and almost a third are receiving pension
credit. Both these figures are higher than London’s average. across the
borough, there are clear links between life expectancy and deprivation and
mortality rates are very unequal: from 300 per 100,000 in Palace riverside
and Munster to 800 in Shepherds Bush Green and askew.
• 43 per cent of us live alone, which is the fourth highest proportion in the
country.
• almost a fifth of us have poor or very poor health and more than half live
with a long-term health problem or disability. Many of us have multiple
health problems.
as commissioners, we started from these figures and identified a number
of priorities to work on, ranging from poverty and deprivation to access to
services and social isolation and loneliness. We have engaged directly with
older residents and sought to create an environment for everyone to share
ideas, problems and solutions. Our work has just started and this interim
report shows our first findings and recommendations. We will continue to
put forward opportunities for older residents to contribute to living active,
enriching, and healthy lives.
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Rosalind Duhs and Jazz Browne in a Commissioners Meeting.

Julie Taylor and Lyn Hally in a Commissioners Meeting.

Commissioners Meeting.

Bryan Naylor, Chair H&F Older People’s Commission.
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About the commission
and the commissioners
The Older People’s commission is the newest of
h&F council’s resident-led commissions. The aim
of these commissions is to put local residents at the
heart of decision-making.
We believe that residents’ satisfaction should be
the number one criterion to assess the quality of
services delivered in the borough. co-production is
needed at all stages of the development of services
and older residents are well placed to find solutions
to the problems they encounter.
The Older People’s commission is independent
from the council and we have been setting the
commission’s agenda and priorities without
interference.
Our chair is Bryan Naylor, who has been living
in the borough for over 30 years. Bryan was
the chairman of the Older People’s consultative
Forum for more than 17 years before his election
as president of the forum in 2017. Bryan is also a
Trustee of h&F age UK and a volunteer speaker for
the Macular Society and Blind Veterans.
alongside Bryan, we are eight commissioners
working together. Most of us are local older
residents:

• keith Mallinson has worked for hFMind for
the past five years as a Primary care Mental
health advisor. Keith has also been a trustee
of healthwatch central West London since July
2015 and sits on the hammersmith & Fulham
health and Wellbeing Board. Keith has an
extensive background in teaching.
• Anne McAlpine-Leny is the founder and
director of Soup4Lunch Ltd, a local communitybased social enterprise fighting isolation by
bringing kitchen gardens and community cafes
to sheltered housing across the borough. anne
is an advocate for mental health and positive,
active ageing with more than 40 years of
national and international experience.
a few of us represent charities that offer services to
local older residents:
• Jazz Browne is the chief Executive of Nubian
Life resource centre Ltd, a culturally specific
day opportunities service for older people
with complex health and social care needs. a
former resident of the borough, Jazz grew up
on the White city Estate and has worked in the
borough for over 20 years.

• rosalind duhs has lived in h&F for 12 years
and was previously a commissioner on h&F
Poverty and Worklessness commission. She
is a UcL academic and educationalist and an
advocate of lifelong learning.

• helen Leech has been Director of Open
age for 13 years, focusing on the provision
of learning, leisure, health and employment
opportunities for older people. Prior to this she
worked in leadership positions in the homeless
and disability sectors in both the UK and the
USa.

• Lyn hally has volunteered with Fulham Good
Neighbours for over twelve years, since her
return from France, where she practised as
an architect. her last job in London was as
principal architect at Shepherd’s Bush housing
association. Prior to working in social housing,
Lyn was a hospital planner.

• Liban Muse is the chief Executive of the
Lido Foundation, a charity founded in 2014
that empowers the Somali community in the
borough. It aims to overcome disadvantage
through education, training, and guidance
services. Liban came to the UK from Kenya as a
refugee in 1999.

• Marilyn Mackie is a retired residential
care Manager, who is currently working as
a volunteer in the borough. She chairs many
forums and participates in workshops and
panels. She is the current chair of the h&F Older
Peoples’ consultative Forum.

Our commission is sponsored by councillor Ben
Coleman, who is the cabinet Member for health
and adult Social care and the chair of the health
and Wellbeing Board, and by councillor Sue
Fennimore, who is Deputy Leader of the council
and champions social inclusion in h&F.
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The journey so far
The commission’s first meeting took place in early
November 2017. Since then, we have met every
second or third week. We have visited and listened
to the concerns of older people at a number of
locations and events, including:
• askew road Library
• St andrew’s Project
• Sheltered housing representatives Forum
• h&F consultative Forum
• Lido Foundation
• Fulham Good Neighbours
• Grove Neighbourhood centre
• an Open age ‘Steady and Stable’ session
• an Extra Time session at QPr
• Pensioners Forum
This important part of our work is scheduled to
develop and continue through the life and work of
the commission.
additionally, we have met with senior council
officers. We have questioned them closely about
the current services for older residents and their
plans for the future.
We are now planning to talk to representatives of
the clinical commissioning Group, Imperial college
healthcare NhS Trust and professional service
provider companies and voluntary organisations.
commissioners regularly attend meetings of the
h&F health and Wellbeing Board, where we have
been able to discuss how to tackle isolation and
loneliness. We have also taken an active part in a
meeting of the POPS (Providers of Older People’s
Services) Forum, an initiative to get the voluntary
sector in h&F working in collaboration to address
older people’s issues.
Our chairman is also a member of the health,
adult Social care and Social Inclusion Policy and
accountability committee, where issues of concern
to older residents form an important part of every
agenda.

all these meetings and events have given us the
opportunity to hear first hand about the concerns
and priorities of older residents.
It is vital that we hear the voice of as many older
people as possible from every corner of the
borough and from every background. Only by this
means can we ensure that our recommendations
make a real and lasting difference to the lives of
older people in the borough.
For the first few months we have worked together,
we have decided to concentrate on the issue of
isolation and loneliness, as we have felt that this
is a widespread concern for older residents in the
borough.
In the next sections of this interim report, we will
look at what older residents have told us about this
issue and what changes and improvements they
have suggested to make sure that older people in
h&F feel more part of their community.
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Isolation and loneliness
At national level
Becoming socially isolated or feeling lonely can be
triggered by various events and experiences such as
failing health, bereavement, and unemployment. It
can occur at any stage in life but older people are
more at risk.

Some of the factors contributing to isolation and
loneliness among 65+ residents in h&F specifically
are:
• 43 per cent of us live alone – the fourth highest
proportion in the United Kingdom.
• 18 per cent of us have bad or very bad health.

In the UK, according to a recent age UK study, as
many as half a million people over 60 usually spend
each day in complete solitude. Nearly half a million
more tend not to see or speak to anyone for at
least five days in any given week. half of all people
aged 75 or over live alone, 70 per cent of them
women1.

• 51 per cent of us live with a long-term health
problem or disability.

Being lonely can be as damaging to someone’s
health as having a long-term illness. Lonely people
are 50 per cent more likely to die prematurely,
making loneliness as big a mortality risk as
diabetes2. The consequence is a substantial
reduction in the quality of life for the individual,
increased stress for families and carers and greater
costs for the public purse as well as society at large.

Whilst these statistics are useful in identifying the
extent and nature of the problem, we have been
keen to listen to the concerns of older residents
about what it is like to feel lonely or to be socially
isolated.

Social isolation and loneliness is a national problem
and various campaigns and commissions have
tried to tackle it, including the Campaign to end
loneliness in 2011 and the Jo Cox Commission on
Loneliness in 2017. In early 2018, the Government
appointed Tracey crouch MP to be the first
“Minister for loneliness”3.

In h&F
Social isolation and loneliness is also a challenge for
many of h&F’s older residents. Evidence we have
collected so far suggests that older residents in the
borough are at similar risk of isolation or feeling
lonely as the national figures show. however, our
borough has a higher than average percentage of
cultural diversity when compared to the country as
a whole, which adds a degree of complexity to the
planning of effective solutions.
1
2
3

J. Harris, “We need to talk about ageing – and it’s about far more than the
NHS”, The Guardian, 4 February 2018.
D. Campbell, “Loneliness as bad for health as long-term illness, says GPs’
chief”, The Guardian, 12 October 2017.
“Minister for loneliness appointed to continue Jo Cox’s work”, BBC News,
17 January 2018.

• One in ten of us provide informal care.
• Over a quarter of us live in poverty.
• We have the second highest number of older
people living in fuel poverty in London.

as we began this work we discovered that there is
a significant cohort of older residents who report
“feeling invisible”. Many of those reporting those
feelings live in the more deprived areas of the
borough and a majority live in blocks of flats where
the lack of social connection with neighbours is a
common experience.
One older lady from White city commented:
“residents in the block of flats at the back put up a
fence on my wall, without even consulting me, as if
I am invisible. I am not a ghost”.
There are, of course, examples of good
neighbourliness. an older resident from Wormholt
told us: “a blind lady lives in the next street. I walk
her guide dog once a week and have gained so
much from my friendship with her. We head off for
a meal in the local pub once in a fortnight – when
we can both afford it.”
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at this stage, we need to continue promoting
the survey and to continue with further face to
face discussions. We also want to develop the
possible solutions with the councillors, officers and
organisations who will be responsible for delivering
the proposals.
From our findings, it is clear that we must find a
range of local solutions that are tailored to the
needs of the borough’s older population. There
is no one solution which will fit the needs of a
population as diverse as that in h&F.

Men’s lunch, Open Age.

alongside the discussions and conversations, we
have had with older residents in different parts of
the borough, we are also collecting evidence from
a survey that has been available online (https://
lbhf.citizenspace.com/), by post and in different
locations across the borough. at the time of this
interim report, the survey is still ongoing and the
200 responses we have had so far have already
given us a strong feel of the issues older residents
are facing. These responses have also helped us to
develop our ideas to fight loneliness and isolation.
Thirty-one per cent of the older residents who
responded felt “a little lonely” in the week before
and just above 9 per cent felt “very lonely”. This
figure might underrepresent the whole scale of
the problem as, by definition, we have only been
able to reach those who are in contact with the
council and the organisations we are collaborating
with. however, it is comparable to the 10 per cent
of the over 65 in the UK that are estimated to be
chronically lonely4.
In the next pages, we have identified a series of
factors that make older residents in the borough
feel lonely or isolated and have put together some
suggestions from older people themselves to
combat the problem. as one female older resident
in ravenscourt Park puts it, “To feel less lonely
isn’t just about lunch clubs and tea dances for
pensioners.”

4

C. Victor, “Loneliness in old age: the UK perspective. Safeguarding the
Convoy: a call to action from the Campaign to End Loneliness”, Age UK
Oxfordshire, 2011.

Case Study5: claire was always an active
member of her community, participating in many
social clubs and associations connected with
theatre. By the time claire turned 90, her declining
mobility and independence greatly affected her
social life. She became unable to manage the stairs
leading to and from her flat without help from
friends and neighbours. She could only attend
clubs if transport was available. as her mobility
continued to deteriorate, she became increasingly
depressed and spent many periods in hospital with
respiratory and heart problems. Eventually a place
was found for claire in residential care, where she
was able to make a partial recovery: she was
surrounded by people and engaging more in
activities. She believed that if it was not for moving
into a more accessible environment, she would
have gone into deep depression and would not
have wished to live.
Loneliness and isolation can have significant
effects on a person’s physical and mental health.
Claire’s case exemplifies the need to support
older residents with their changing needs, such as
supporting them to move into more appropriate
accommodation.

5

For anonymity, names have been changed.
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To tackle these transport issues, commissioners
believe the following should be done:
• TfL should improve and, where necessary, create
better transport links.
• TfL staff need better training that takes into
account the needs of older customers.
• Public transport should be better integrated
including, bus, tube, dial-a-ride, Taxicard and
community transport services.
• The council should consider providing, in
partnership with businesses, electrical charging
points for mobility scooter users.
• a volunteer car service should be reintroduced.
Discussion group, Open Age.

Issue 1: Many older residents need
better transport options to attend
social activities
Many residents have told us that h&F is already
a great place to live in, with a great sense of
community. Many activities take place across the
borough where older residents can meet and
get together. however, while some parts of the
borough seem to have a lot going on, other parts
seem to lack any activity.
Many older residents cannot attend local social
activities because of transport issues. These include:
• Many older people, and particularly those
with mobility impairment, feel unable to
move outside their immediate neighbourhood
without assistance, particularly after dark, when
they can feel unsafe.
• Many older residents say that they are prepared
to travel on a local bus but find access to the
tube system difficult.
• Some older residents feel that whilst one bus
journey is acceptable, needing to change to
another route, particularly one they are not
familiar with, is discouraging.
• Many older residents feel that bus drivers are
not always mindful of older residents who have
a slower pace and limited mobility.

• hospital transport services should be improved
urgently to benefit both patients and clinicians.
Case Study: Sue is 72 and Mike is 75. They have
been together for 30 years. Mike has recently been
in hospital as one of his legs has been amputated
due to his diabetes. Mike also has multiple health
issues, including a heart condition and vascular
dementia, and so requires residential care as Sue
can no longer care for him at home. Mike has been
offered residential care in Southall, in a community
where he does not know anyone and which would
be a two-hour round trip for Sue.
This shows a very common issue that older
residents face today. Due to a lack of residential
care homes in the borough, many older residents
are forced to move far away from their homes
and family. This causes much stress for family and
friends, who may be of poor health themselves and
unable to travel such distances to make visits. It also
isolates the individual.
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Case Study: charles has twisted vertebrae
which cause him chronic pain. he is inoperable. he
became very isolated and lonely after having trust
issues with friends following his diagnosis. after
becoming a member of Open age, a charity that
delivers group activities for older people, he now
attends a relaxation & Mindfulness class which he
loves. The people there are very friendly and
welcoming, encouraging him to stay on afterwards
for tea and a chat. This has given him the
confidence to join other activities such as IT classes
that are provided at Open age’s Second half
centre.
Men’s chair exercise, Open Age.

Issue 2: Many older residents feel
that parking has impractical hour
restrictions
Because of parking restrictions, visits to older
residents are restricted. One female older resident
from Fulham Broadway told us that she would like
to be able to “receive people” and would like them
to be “able to stay”, but at the moment she cannot
have “people to dinner at a reasonable hour as they
can’t park between 6 and 8 pm”.
• The council should consider different ways
of allowing families and carers visiting older
residents to be given limited exemption from
parking restrictions, where needed to reduce
loneliness and isolation.

Issue 3: Many older residents need
better information
Whilst there is a lot going on in the borough,
many do not know how to find out information
about activities. Much of the information is
available online and many older residents are
unable to access it. Even those who have the
required equipment may not be able to look up the
information they need.
• Organisations and agencies across the borough
should continue to develop basic IT skills for
those who wish it and use paper-based systems
in parallel to improve the take-up of currently
available resources.
• The council should continue to develop,
sponsor and support digital inclusion among
older people and fund classes that provide older
people with digital skills at a minimal cost in
suitable locations across the borough.

The benefits that social activities can provide for
older people are endless. They grant an individual
with confidence, a purpose to their day, as well as
the opportunity to make friends and communicate
with their community. Many older residents are
not aware of what is going on and find receiving
newsletters and activity schedules through the post
very useful.

Issue 4: poverty and deprivation has
an adverse effect on social life
Many older residents feel that the price of activities
available to them is too high. a female older
resident in hammersmith told us that she would
like to do adult education classes but as she does
not receive pension credit but “just the basic
pension”, she does not benefit from a discount and
the classes are too expensive as she still has to be
“very careful with money.” The issue for those who
organise these activities is that they need to find
funding from statutory and charitable sources and
cannot be expected to run activities more cheaply
than they cost.
• Organisations, agencies, and groups across
the borough should hold activities and classes
for older residents that are either free or truly
affordable.
• The council and other funders should not only
prioritise clinical and teaching activities but also
social ones.
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Other older residents have told us that, because
they cannot pay for their fuel, they do not want to
have guests or visitors at home, as the cold would
make them feel embarrassed.
• The council should keep on promoting and
funding services like healthier homes which
help vulnerable residents manage their expenses
and maximise their income.
• The tradition of short-term funding for
successful projects and services needs to be
reviewed.

Issue 5: Many older residents have
concerns about gp services
GP’s act as the front door to health services for
many older residents. Older residents who feel
lonely and isolated sometimes visit their GP only
to talk to someone. however, many feel that they
are limited to a very short session, only allowed to
discuss one issue, and that they are ‘processed’ as
quickly as possible. Many older people feel that
a 20-minute consultation should be a bookable
minimum appointment when they wish to discuss
multiple needs.
• The h&F ccG and GP Federation should press
local GPs to spend more time with older
residents and keep informed of different services
that are available across the borough to improve
signposting and referrals.
• When they identify socially isolated and lonely
residents, GPs should be encouraged and
supported to alert other services if there are
social or safeguarding needs.

Issue 6: Older residents raise
numerous issues around professional
carers
Older residents report that their employed carers
sometimes “do not care”, are not matched
appropriately or are changed frequently. Older
residents want to be able to build relationships
with their carers particularly when they are
providing intimate personal care.
• companies providing paid carers should better
monitor the performance of the carers they
employ.
• The council should closely manage and monitor
the performance of the companies in order to
improve and maintain the quality standards that
this type of work requires.

• as a London Living Wage council, h&F should
take all steps to ensure that agencies are paying
carers the London Living Wage.

Issue 7: unpaid carers are particularly
at risk of loneliness and isolation
Whilst many older residents are the recipients
of care, a significant number are also carers.
This dual role provides a valuable contribution
to the community but can be very challenging.
Support for these older people both in their
caring and as members of the older community is
therefore important. The example they set and the
experience they have is an important asset.
One male older resident in Sands Ends told us that
he felt lonely “mainly at meal times” because his
“wife is unable to speak because of dementia.”
another resident from Fulham told us: “My wife
has physical and mental health problems and I
find it very difficult to cope. She gets very verbally
abusive to me (… and…) carers that come in. They
do not come back and I am left to put up with
it. I have a physical disability and am an old age
pensioner. I suffer with anxiety and depression
and am told by carers network that I do not have
to care, but I do not feel that is an option… What
would happen to my wife?”
as one older resident from hammersmith
explained, “all the attention is on the person with
the problem and there’s no help for the person
who has to live with them.”
• The council should ensure that unpaid carers
are even more supported to maintain or make
new social networks. This would include respite
care, creating the time to socialise, and ensuring
networks are established and supported.
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Issue 8: diversity is not always fully
understood nor addressed
Many older residents, from BaME groups, LGBTQ+
groups or with mental health problems have said
that they do not find activities or places where they
can enjoy the company of people who understand
them.
This is the case for an older resident from Imperial
Wharf who told us that “there are not many black
people where I live so I don’t have company to do
the things I like”. Some BaME older residents told
us that they could not find a place where their
culture is understood. We were also told of cases of
overt racism in care homes.
There are similar challenges for LGBT+ older
residents, such as a man from Shepherd’s Bush
who feels that “too little is done for either gay men
or blind gay men like me.”
We believe that isolation and loneliness should
be looked at from the point of view of different
cultures, religion, genders, and sexual orientations:
• The offer of local activities across the borough
should be culturally reflective of h&F’s diverse
older residents and encourage inclusion.
• The council and established community groups
should consider options for bespoke befriending
services that address the needs of different
groups across the borough. however, one-toone befriending is only part of the solution and
there is a need to ensure that older residents can
maintain, re-create or make new links with the
community they identify with.
• Service providers should demonstrate awareness
of the needs of residents with poor mental
health.
• They should also focus on the particular needs
of different BaME groups and LGBTQ+ people.

Case Study: augustus is an 81-year-old africancaribbean man who is registered blind. after the
death of his partner, he began drinking heavily,
which became a great concern to many agencies
yet was never explored, leading to overall health
deterioration. after he moved out of sheltered
housing and into residential care after a long spell
in hospital, augustus’ experience of isolation and
loneliness deepened. Placed in an environment
where he was the only african-caribbean resident
on his floor, he was also surrounded by residents
with advanced stages of dementia. This meant that
there was no one to communicate with beyond
staff and visits from the Nubian Life centre.
augustus’ cultural needs were not met with
activities or food. Within the last year, augustus’
mobile phone has been accidentally washed by the
laundry service six times. This means he is unable to
communicate with friends and family. Each time
the phone is replaced, he receives a new SIM card
and number. Because of this, he has permanently
lost contact with friends and family, deepening his
isolation and feeling of loneliness.
Cultural needs are not met in many services such
as residential care. In many cases this can be down
to a lack of training and awareness for staff in such
environments. Better training would give staff the
right information and resources to provide culturally
appropriate activities for all residents.
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Group exercise class, Open Age.

Issue 9: Older residents want to feel
part of the community they live in
The most effective programmes to combat
isolation and loneliness have developed the
community to be an essential part of the solution.
Even at this early stage of our work, it is clear that
the resources inherent in older residents themselves
is underused and undervalued.
assets within the community need to be
galvanised and we propose to work with as
many individual residents as possible to engage
the knowledge, experience, and skills in the
community. We will meet with community
champions to consider ways of developing the
strengths that already exist in our community.
Many of the activities across the borough are
intended for older residents but there is a need
to increase opportunities to meet with people of
different age groups. as one older Brackenbury
resident suggested, “I want to meet ‘younger
people’”. She continued, “It is horrible to be
lumped in with other pensioners all the time.”
another hammersmith older resident told us, “it
would be good if older people’s knowledge, skills
and talent could be used.”
• Inter-generational activities, e.g. bringing
together 50+ residents and younger residents,
should be an integral part of any programme
intended to reduce loneliness among older
residents.
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The way forward
The Older People’s commission will continue to
develop contacts with individual older residents
and the professional and voluntary groups
working with them. So far, we have concentrated
on isolation and loneliness and we will continue
to gather evidence and suggestions from all
stakeholders in order to recommend effective
measures to enhance the quality of life of those
older residents suffering its effects.
however, there are many other issues which affect
the quality of life for older residents and we want
now to look at the other issues and priorities older
residents have told us about.
This an interim report. We expect to prepare a
more in-depth report with full recommendations
for publication by the end of the year. Until then,
we will continue listening to older residents to take
forward the issues that are important to them.
We will organise new meetings and discussions
with experts, residents, and groups across h&F.
We will continue to adopt an inclusive, accessible,
approachable, open, and independent-minded
approach to our work.
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Older residents’
opportunity to
contribute
We have already met and worked with many
different people and organisations across the
borough and we really thank everyone for their
precious help.
But we also need you to join us in being part of
the solution. Would you be happy to meet with us
to share your views and find solutions together?
Would you know of a group of older residents that
we could meet? Would you volunteer to be part of
our change programme?
Please get in touch with Bryan Naylor and
the commissioners by sending us an email at
Julien.Danero-Iglesias@lbhf.gov.uk or a letter
addressed to ‘Freepost LONdON BOrOugh
OF hAMMErsMITh & FuLhAM’. No stamp is
needed, nor is a postcode or street.
Together, we can build a better future for all
older residents and a stronger and more resilient
community overall. The challenge is exciting and
we have only just begun!
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